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Abstract
In the field of cognitive science, as well as the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the role of
context has been investigated in many forms, and for many purposes. It is clear in both areas that
consideration of contextual information is important. However, the significance of context has not
been emphasized in the Bayesian networks literature. We suggest that consideration of context
is necessary for acquiring knowledge about a situation and for refining current representational
models that are potentially erroneous due to hidden independencies in the data.
In this thesis, we make several contributions towards the automation of contextual considera-
tion by discovering useful contexts from probability distributions. We show how context-specific
independencies in Bayesian networks and discovery algorithms, traditionally used for efficient prob-
abilistic inference can contribute to the identification of contexts, and in turn can provide insight
on otherwise puzzling situations. Also, consideration of context can help clarify otherwise counter
intuitive puzzles, such as those that result in instances of Simpson’s paradox. In the social sciences,
the branch of attribution theory is context-sensitive. We suggest a method to distinguish between
dispositional causes and situational factors by means of contextual models. Finally, we address the
work of Cheng and Novick dealing with causal attribution by human adults. Their probabilistic
contrast model makes use of contextual information, called focal sets, that must be determined
by a human expert. We suggest a method for discovering complete focal sets from probabilistic
distributions, without the human expert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
Making a decision, solving a problem, or attributing a cause to an effect without first considering
the context in which it takes place, is like reading a book with missing pages; your conclusions may
be erroneous due to missing information. A classic example by Saxe [1] highlights the importance of
context in the cognitive science literature. Ten Brazilian boys sell candy to passers-by. They have no
formal education; they use an inflated monetary system, which makes mathematical manipulation
more complicated, and they need to have a sophisticated understanding of mathematics and ratios.
They reason well with ratios and rebates, such as selling one box of candy for 20,000 cruzeiros, 2
candy bars for 500, 5 bars for 1,000, etc. However, when required to access the same mathematical
skills on a standardized math test, they perform poorly. Problem solvers operate in their natural
environment. The same goes with ordinary people purchasing olives at the grocery store. An
experiment by Kirshner and Whitson [2] showed that ordinary people succeed in figuring out which
brand of olives is cheaper by volume in a grocery store, even though they would fail to understand
the same type of problem on a standardized math test.
Although the role of context has been studied and recognized as being important in the cognitive
science and Artificial Intelligence literature, the semantic role of context does not appear to have
played a significant role in either the Bayesian networks literature or the cognitive science literature.
The literature on context does not focus on acquiring knowledge about a situation and refining
current representational models that are potentially erroneous due to hidden independencies in
probabilistic distributions. On the other hand, in the Knowledge Representation literature (KR),
context has been exploited to find solutions to problems in categorical reasoning. The same types
of problems have been addressed in belief revision and in the study of reference classes, where
the reference class refers to the context. In uncertain reasoning, formal methods for expressing
contextual information in probabilistic independencies have been investigated [3, 4]. Methods of
inference to take advantage of contextual data for faster query processing have been presented in
the literature [5, 6]. Also, to improve inference with context, techniques for the discovery of context
have been offered [7, 8].
On the cognitive side, context has been studied in everyday learning. Recent studies [9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] include knowledge transfer, mental reasoning about causal relations,
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probabilistic reasoning by children, language processing, and attribution.
In this thesis, we contribute mainly to the automation of contextual consideration by discovering
useful contexts from probabilistic distributions. With the discovered particularities about subsets
of the available information, we build contextual models that better represent the causal relations
hidden in a particular situation, which facilitates better decision making, problem solving, and
attribution. We also show how the algorithmic aspects of context suggest that it may be what
helps human reasoners be efficient in the context of vast knowledge bases. We provide a treatment
of context in the setting of BNs that gives a useful account of AI and attribution problems by
using context to refine cognitive causal models. We contribute towards a cognitive account of
context, largely by linking context-specific independence (CSI) with the idea of focal sets from
Cheng’s [19, 20, 21] work, which provides an existing model for attribution of causal judgment by
human adults. Finally, we show how contextual discoveries can be used to provide a computational
mechanism that can discover focal sets in data.
In the following two sections, we present an overview of previous work in Artificial Intelligence
and in cognitive science that have dealt with the role of context. Although the importance of context
is recognized in this previous research, the discovery of context from probability distributions, and
the potential usefulness of building contextual models has not been addressed.
1.1 Previous Work Dealing with the Role of Contextual In-
formation
In this section, we provide a brief overview of contextual consideration in the Artificial Intelligence
and cognitive science literature.
1.1.1 Context and Artificial Intelligence
Even though context is widely used in a variety of AI settings, it has not received a consistent
treatment, or understanding, in AI. A striking example is the idea of Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) [22], used widely in speech, text, and character recognition. Recognizing symbols, strings,
or sounds in isolation is almost impossible. A vertical stroke might be a number one, a small ‘l’, a
capital ‘i’, a conditioning bar, and so on. However, a small amount of context, for example, knowing
the neighbouring character, greatly improves recognition algorithms at a small cost. Another
example is that of reactive planners [23, 24]. Traditional AI planners did not scale up well in real
world settings, possibly because of the enormous quantities of knowledge required to maneuvre
through even simple domains. Reactive planners took a different approach. Rather than having to
know the entire environment in advance, they continuously monitored the environment and changed
plans whenever the situation deemed it appropriate, similar to control devices in engineering.
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Knowledge Representation (KR) is one sub area of AI where context has been studied. Re-
iter [25] was one of the first mainstream Artificial Intelligence researchers to observe the role of
context in categorical reasoning. He observed that people are able to maintain knowledge bases
similar to the following:
Birds fly.
Penguins are birds and don’t fly.
Tweety is an penguin.
Represented as sentences of logic, the above sentences are inconsistent if any penguins exist.
Not only do humans maintain such apparently inconsistent databases, they reason with them
effectively. In the context of Tweety being a bird, humans conclude that Tweety can fly, and in
the context of Tweety being a penguin, humans conclude instead that Tweety can’t fly. Reiter
called this type of reasoning default logic, and modeled it with a knowledge base consisting of a set
of logical sentences (sentences that were always true), a set of defaults (sentences that looked like
logical sentences but were only typically true, i.e. in most contexts), and a set of default inference
rules. This development attracted the interest of many researchers, and many variations were
produced including nonmonotonic logic [26], predicate circumscription [27], defeasible logic [28],
and Theorist [29].
Whereas traditional logic bases are monotonic, that is, truth values of existing propositions
do not change with the receipt of new knowledge, default logic bases are nonmonotonic, so the
value of predicates, for example, fly(Tweety), can change as knowledge is added. Most of these
researchers, however, did not carefully formalize the notion of context as a knowledge state, that
is, where specific knowledge might affect other pieces of knowledge, e.g. generalizations.
The problem of Knowledge Representation has also been studied by Gardenfors et al. [30], who
studied belief revision. They observed that new knowledge may change the truth values of certain
predicates. However, different researchers provided different arguments as to the extent of belief
revision concomitant to receipt of new information.
Some uncertain reasoning mechanisms have a better formalization of context. Traditional con-
ditional probability can be viewed as a context-based inference mechanism. For example, the
conditional probabilities p(fly|bird) and p(fly|penguin) can be assigned probability values almost
independently. If we only know bird to be true, we select the first probability value, p(fly|bird),
to determine our belief in fly, and if we know penguin to be true, we select the second probability
value, p(fly|penguin). The quantity to the right of the conditioning bar is the context, or reference
class, and we use our knowledge about a current situation to index into the correct class. Reichen-
bach [31] provided a succinct explanation of why we make this choice. He argued that given a body
of generic knowledge (mostly probability statements), and some context, we make an inference in
our context using the narrowest reference class for which we have adequate statistics. Kyburg [32]
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expanded greatly on this idea. His work elaborated on this, but to use the simpler cases we should
prefer an inference based on a narrower class. This narrower class is more likely to account for
exceptions that get averaged away in the larger class. However, as reference classes get smaller,
sample sizes get smaller and statistics lose power. The idea of adequacy addresses the tradeoff
between statistical power and narrowness in the context of interval-based probabilities. However,
in the case where probabilities are point valued, we can always choose the narrowest reference class,
matching our context, for which probabilities are known.
Kyburg’s theory supports intuitive reasoning for preferring context. In Kyburg’s formalism,
context only changes the inferred probability values. In ours, context may change the entire model
of a scenario. While KR seeks to find representations and modeling methods with wide applicability
and great inferential power, our usage of context suggests that models are relatively small and may
change from one setting to another.
Context has also been studied formally in uncertain reasoning with Bayesian networks. Pearl’s [33]
work has made the storing of a joint probability distribution (JPD) for a large data set unnecessary
since all probabilistic conditional independencies (CIs) in the Bayesian network allow for the JPD
to be stored in smaller conditional probability distributions (CPDs), each representing a portion of
the network. CI allows for those smaller portions of the network to be multiplied together without
loss of information and without having invalid information penetrate the network by the multipli-
cation of distributions. Boutilier et al. [3] generalized the idea of CI to achieve even smaller CPDs
and to reduce the number of multiplications and additions required. Based on this idea, inference
was improved [5] by using context-specific independence (CSI), a generalized form of CI.
A Bayesian network is built from known CIs. However, when it comes to the more general
CSI, we must discover them to use them. In previous research, two discovery methods have been
proposed to discover CSI and therefore increase query processing speed [5, 7]. Due to the inferencial
benefits of CSI, it has been generalized even further, to contextual weak independencies (CWI) [4],
where inference methods [6], and discovery methods [8] are similar to those of CSI.
Largely, research in AI related to the idea of context has not addressed the semantics or cognitive
significance of context. In the present research, we use CSI and CSI discovery methods to study
the meaning of contextual independencies, rather than the well-known algorithmic portion and the
inferencial benefits generalized contextual independencies provide [5, 7, 4, 6, 34, 35].
1.1.2 Context and Cognition
Context appears in the recent cognitive science literature, but, as in the AI literature, in a variety of
ways. In the cognitive science literature, context has been used in many situations as a theoretical
tool where consideration of the environment is believed to have an impact on the way people learn.
In a very recent study [9], Wagner offers a new explanation of knowledge transfer that is highly
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context-sensitive. His contextual variation emphasizes the importance of context consideration in
building mental representations of situations. He conducted a case study analysis of an under-
graduate student’s strategies for solving a variety of problems for different domain applications,
but masked a sole principle of elementary statistics. The study indicated that the student initially
thought the problems were very different from each other, but slowly identified the problems as
different instances of a basic statistical concept. Once that context was established, the student was
much more successful at solving the problems. However, Wagner’s theory does not offer methods
to refine existing representations of situations, but rather demonstrates how solving problems that
may seem completely different at first glance may become similar in terms of solving methodology
once context is taken into account. This result supports the validity of a consideration of context
in problem solving.
Recent work about the use of probabilities in mental reasoning about causal structures reveals
that the focus (which can be viewed as the context) of information may be more important than
the size of the data set [16]. When testing human causal attribution, it is common to use verbal
vignettes with covariation information included in the verbal description of the situation. However,
it is typically believed that the amount of information given affects attribution directly. In Majid
et al.’s study [16] consisting of four experiments, they show that focus plays an important role in
attribution and that there seems to be a confound between quality and size of the information. That
is, when presenting subjects with information about a situation for which they need to attribute a
cause, providing the subject with fewer but more related facts, may be more effective than a large
amount of perhaps unrelated information for an accurate attribution.
Also in the realm of human computation of probabilities, Teigen and Keren [17] have studied
the surprise effect in terms of outcome expectations. In general, surprises are created by low prob-
ability outcomes simply because the lower the probability of occurence, the more surprising it is
if the event actually occurs. However, the authors believe that not all low probability outcomes
are equally surprising. They propose a contrast hypothesis to investigate the surprise associated
with an outcome. The hypothesized belief is that the level of surprise corresponding to an out-
come is primarily determined by how much it contrasts with the more expected alternative. The
results suggest that high contrast between outcomes is highly associated with high surprise rates.
In addition, different categories of contrasts were tested against the expected alternative. The
categories consisted of factors such as contrasts formed by novelty and change, contrasts due to
relative probabilities, and contrasts due to perceptual or conceptual distance between the expected
and the obtained outcome. This categorization suggests, once again, the importance of context in
predicting outcomes.
Another cognitive study dealing with reasoning with probabilities was conducted by Zhu and
Gigerenzer [12]. They studied the use of probabilities by older children with an implicit considera-
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tion of context. In their paper, Zhu and Gigerenzer argue that children can reason with probabilistic
information in certain contexts only. They reported in their experiments that when information was
presented to grade four, five, and six children as actual normalized probabilities, all children were
unable to estimate posterior probabilities. However, when the same information was presented in
natural frequencies, the reasoning was significantly more successful, and showed a steady increase
from grade four to grade six (19, 39, and 53% successful respectively), which is a much more in-
tuitive observation. Without a consideration of context on the representation chosen as input, the
conclusion would likely have been that children simply cannot use probabilistic information.
A similar conclusion might be drawn in language processing. Kaiser and Trueswell [11] discuss
the role of context in verbal word recognition. They claim that the context in which listeners hear
certain words will change the speed of recognition of the word. The more appropriate the word
is for the context, the faster the subject will recognize it, e.g., before the experimentor finishes
uttering the word. In a different experiment by Treiman, Kessler, and Bick [14], the context of
consonants was studied in an investigation on pronunciation. The authors found that pronunciation
of vowels in nonwords is dependent upon the consonants surrounding the particular vowel. This
suggests that a study aimed at understanding solely the role of context may provide clues about
possible trends in pronunciation, which may be beneficial in applications such as speech pathology.
Finally, a recent study [10] suggests that context plays a crucial role in syntactic processing. Results
show that theory based on context not only applies to resolving ambiguity, but also in processing
unambiguous sentences. This idea is strongly related to the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
for speech, text, and character recognition [22].
In this section, we have outlined experiments conducted in different fields of cognition, where
an explicit consideration of context has improved the overall conclusions about a particular situa-
tion. In knowledge transfer, context can help us recognize when seemingly different mathematical
problems can be solved similarly. Also, in probabilistic reasoning about causal structures, we saw
that the focus, or context, can help the reasoner make better conclusions the validity of causal
statements. Also in the realm of probabilities, we saw how the representation of numbers may
dictate whether or not children understand a problem. Finally, in language processing, the context
in which a symbol is located can have a large impact on the particular character’s recognition. This
leads directly into a discussion of our current consideration of context in the thesis.
1.2 Present Consideration of Context
The objectives of this thesis have materialized in several forms in the present research. For ease
of understanding, we divide the work into three themes. The first deals with AI and problem
solving. We address the tools in AI that we use to discover context in probabilistic distributions.
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We also show how problem solving can be greatly improved by using discovered contexts to address
particular situations. We show how context consideration from probabilistic distributions can
alleviate erroneous inferences, and in the extreme case, avoid instances of Simpson’s paradox.
The second theme addresses issues in attribution theory. We discuss existing theories of attribu-
tion, and corresponding attributional biases meant to deal with exceptions. By exceptions, we mean
situations where the conclusions go against the outcome the theory would predict. We suggest a
contextual consideration that could potentially eliminate the need for biases, since the answers to
many of those seeming exceptions are in particularities about a specific situation. The complete
elimination of bias is out of the scope of this thesis but for the moment, we suggest a method of
distinguishing between dispositional causes and situational factors by means of contextual models.
Dispositional causes and situational factors are further discussed in Chapter 3.
The last theme deals with an existing model for causal attribution by human adults developed
by Cheng and Novick [19, 20, 21]. Their probabilistic contrast model makes use of contextual
information in the form of focal sets, contextually selected sets of events over which covariation
is computed. In the probabilistic contrast model, the focal sets must be determined by a human
expert. We suggest a method for discovering complete focal sets from probability distributions by
considering each element making up a focal set separately.
The next three subsections give a brief overview of these three themes.
1.2.1 Tools in Artificial Intelligence and Problem Solving with Contex-
tual Consideration
Bayesian networks [33] are a widely used tool used for uncertain reasoning in AI. They facilitate the
indirect acquisition of the joint probability distribution due to conditional independence (CI) as-
sumptions. From an AI view point, this allows for a more compact representation of the probability
distribution and makes the inference process feasible in some applications. However the notion of
conditional independence is too restrictive to capture independencies that only hold in certain con-
texts. A generalization of CI, namely context-specific independence (CSI) [3] has been formalized to
allow more efficient inference in query processing. CSI allows us to decompose a distributions where
an independence holds only in certain contexts, and not for all subsets of values of a variable. This
decomposition results in having to specify fewer values when building a probabilistic distribution.
Throughout the development of CSI, no emphasis was put on the natural “grouping” of the
values of variables, or on the semantic content of the distributions where CSIs are found, why
these CSIs hold in some cases, etc. The main focus has been on complexity reduction, achieving
fewer variables per distribution and requiring fewer operations for inference. Once the issues of
representation of CSI, inference with CSI, and discovery of CSI were answered, research focused
on further generalizations of CSI; ways for making distributions even more compact, and inference
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even faster were investigated. One such generalization is contextual weak independence (CWI) [4].
CWI is an even more generalized version of CSI, where context is found within a CSI. It is a further
generalization of context for more specific subgroups of data.
In the quest for faster inference, context-specific independence (CSI) was merely a step forward,
and thus has not been studied for purposes of human reasoning or for investigating how knowledge of
CSI may shed light on the situation being modeled. Instead, by taking advantage of probabilistic
conditional independence, an indirect representation of the joint probability distribution (JPD)
was possible with Bayesian networks (BNs). With this new sound formalism to obtain the JPD,
the uncertain reasoning community investigated generalizations of this indirect representation to
achieve better and faster inference and more compact representations of the JPD. CSI fulfilled
this goal of providing improved query processing with more efficient inference and a more compact
representation. However, the potential for cognitive interpretations of this type of independency
was never considered, although CSI could have a major impact on how problems are solved in
general. This is the problem we address here.
If CSI can be discovered in data and provide correct inference, then intuition suggests there must
be something particular about the data in which these independencies hold. Our investigation deals
with the type of useful relationships that can be uncovered and used to increase our knowledge of
a particular situation under study. The hypothesis motivating this idea is that if a different set
of independencies holds within the same distribution, but for different subsets of the distribution,
these subsets must be important in some structural way, and we may have to treat them differently.
Our research results demonstrate how such consideration of context can, in a variety of situations,
provide a new way to separate an initial seemingly correct, but possibly erroneous, causal model
into two or more new models that take into account independencies that were too specific for the
initial model. This decomposition of the causal model allows for a more accurate representation of
the situation being modeled.
For example, consider a group of students who all have trouble reading. Let the variables in
the distribution under investigation be Age, Reading Skills of the student, First Language spoken
at home, Occupation of Parents, and Mathematics Skills. Considered as a whole, we may not be
able to find an independence that holds for all values, meaning no variable could be removed from
the distribution, no CIs hold and any information hidden within the variables will remain unused
and we will have to conclude that the group simply consists of people with “learning difficulties.”
There is no commonality between any of the variables remaining in the distribution. However, say
we discover a CSI in the context First Language (FL) = non-english (ne). We notice that given
FL = ne, variables Reading Skills and Mathematical Skills become independent, while in context
FL = english (e), the variables are highly dependent. In terms of computational impact, we can
reduce the portion of the distribution where FL = ne, but the impact is much more important
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than a simple reduction. Upon further study, we come to the conclusion that generally students
with learning difficulties tend to do poorly in most academic subjects. If there is no dependence
between Mathematical Skills and Reading Skills for non-english students, there may be something
about those students that goes beyond learning difficulties. It may be that the language barrier
is preventing them from acquiring reading skills as quickly as other students, whereas the effect is
less predominant in mathematics since the symbols and the reasoning is standard across languages.
From this simple example, we would have to reject the possibility that a categorization of “learning
difficulty” is an adequate choice. Without considering context, we would have made an erroneous
attribution.
As a result of our investigation, we show how a formal consideration of context can help correct
erroneous assumptions used in formalizing some seemingly paradoxical scenarios. When relevant
independencies hold within variables, erroneous inference is almost inevitable. In the extreme case,
that type of error may lead to seemingly paradoxical scenarios. To emphasize this problem and
show how CSI may help solve it, we discuss a well-known paradox, namely Simpson’s Paradox, and
describe how it can be formalized by means of CSI [36] 5.2.
1.2.2 Towards Elimination of Bias in Attribution Theory
Attribution theory is the field of social psychology that deals with lay, or common sense, explana-
tions of behaviour. The theory assumes that people try to understand why others do the things
they do by attributing causes to that particular behaviour. In general, the conclusions we make
about an individual’s behaviour determine our reactions to the particular individual. Even more
generally, our interactions with other people have roots in the attributions or explanations we make
of what they say and do. Attribution theory explores how people associate causes to events and how
their subsequent actions, namely the event they choose as causal, will be affected by this cognitive
perception.
In theorizing about attribution, we are interested not only in the true cause of behaviour but
also in how human adults, assign a cause to another person’s behaviour, whether the inferred cause
is true or not. However, attribution is equally interested in understanding how other individuals
would attribute the behaviour. Two fundamental principles [37] play a key role in determining
the attributions people make, namely the discounting principle, and the covariation principle. The
discounting principle can be thought of as the principle of the most easily observed cause. According
to the discounting principle, as the number of possible causes for an effect increases, our confidence
in our knowledge of the true cause should decrease. People tend to accept the more frequently
observed scenario as being causal, and disregard all other possibilities. The covariation principle
is applicable when two events are associated over a series of instances. If event B always happens
when event A occurs, and does not take place when A is absent, people often infer that one causes
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the other.
From the principles of discounting and covariation, people generally use two categories of causes
to understand other people’s behaviour, namely situational and dispositional causes. A cause
that explains actions in terms of a social setting or environment is defined as situational, while
dispositional causes are based on characteristics of the person in question.
Based on the principles of discounting and covariation and the causes for explanation of be-
haviour, three theories have proved most influential [38]. The first is Jones and Davis’s model of
correspondent inferences [39], which concerns a single social interaction. The second is Kelley’s
covariation model [40], which consists of a relationship over time, and finally the third is Weiner’s
model of achievement attributions [41], which deals with situations involving success or failure.
One problem with most psychological accounts for the determination of attribution is that attri-
bution theory is based on the assumption that humans are rational thinkers, and therefore always
use available information in a rational way to make decisions. Based on that belief, the human
subject is a “naive scientist”, since we believe in the systematic search for relevant information fol-
lowed by a rational logical explanation of behaviour. However, research shows that we often make
attributions that are not based on rational conclusions, thus the “naive scientist” is fallible. These
irrational attributions create biases in the attribution process, which can have a significant impact
on our conclusions. Some well-documented biases are those of Correspondence Bias, Self-Serving
Bias, Defensive Attributions, and the Illusion of Control.
The correspondence bias [42] relates to events where even when logic and evidence suggest
otherwise, people have biases that lead them to conclude that the person who performed an act were
predisposed to do so. The self-serving bias [43] in rational attribution is one that subconsciously
helps us protect our ego and self-esteem. Human adults tend to attribute their successes to internal
factors and to detach themselves from their failures by attributing them to external factors. The
defensive attributions bias deals with our need to feel secure. It has been suggested [44] that we act
defensively to disassociate ourselves from the possibility of a threatening event. Finally, the illusion
of control bias addresses our exaggerated belief in our own capacity to determine what happens to
us in life [45].
Theories of attribution are used to determine how people attribute causes to events in everyday
life, considering that humans live in an environment with many variables. Therefore, they must
account for the different situations that people are in to determine the cause of their behaviour. This
consideration leads to the above biases. In the present research, we address how causal models can
be refined based on the environment or the circumstances surrounding a situation being modeled
through a consideration of contextual data. We investigate ways to use independencies in AI in
contexts of the data to find particularities about subsets where independencies hold. We consider
subsets where this is true in more representative models adapted to the context.
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Finally, we show how contexual independencies can help discover hidden dispositions and sit-
uational factors in causal relations [46], and we present a decomposition of the causal model that
considers situational and dispositional factors separately, letting variables be omitted in the case
where they are irrelevant, and emphasized otherwise. Once again, we emphasize here that without
consideration of CSI, the model we present would seem intuitively correct, and false conclusions
would be drawn from it.
1.2.3 Discovering Focal Sets in Cheng and Novick’s Probabilistic Con-
trast Model
When seeking how human adults induce the causes of events in everyday life, we must make an
attempt to recover the causal structure of the world. This is the primary goal of causal induction,
along with making predictions about future events. Based on this, Cheng and Novick, in their early
work, insisted that covariation “has generally been regarded as a necessary (although insufficient)
criterion of normative induction” [20]. Recall that covariation refers to the change in the probability
of an effect given the presence versus the absence of a potential cause. Cheng and Novick also claim
that their reassessment of attributional bias is the solution to the problem of incomplete information.
We discuss these claims and their implications in this section.
Cheng and Novick studied the biases found in causal attribution. They strived to answer “why
the biases would appear under certain sets of conditions but not under others.” [19] This last
statement can be rewritten as: biases seem to be present in some contexts but not in others. In
this sense, much of Cheng and Novick’s work is an attempt at taking into account the power of
contextual information at affecting, or disrupting seemingly correct attributions.
Prior expectations formed in our minds tend to override some perhaps more objective data-
based processing [47, 48, 49, 50]. Another explanation, by Hilton and Slugoski [51], suggested
that subjects may not even use covariational information to make their judgments or attributions
but rather something completely different, something they call an “abnormal condition”. This
suggests that context is being treated as an exception, or an unnatural occurence, that needs to
be “handled”, rather than be treated as a natural phenomenon that simply needs to be discovered.
If we have ways to discover in what context certain attributions are made, we could then consider
these contexts in isolation. Although Cheng and Novick do not discover contexts explicitly, they
do make use of them. They call such subsets focal sets. We discuss focal sets and situate them in
the realm of the present work in Chapter 4. For the moment, we discuss briefly how Cheng and
Novick initially attempted to tackle the problem of biases.
Cheng and Novick’s initial proposition to explain biases in attribution was an information-
based proposal that causal induction was in fact “based on an assessment of covariation” [20].
They noticed that the information we presume available to the subject to make causal attributions
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is assumed to be the information the subjects actually use when they make their causal attribution.
That statement implies that humans are entirely rational thinkers and that the information people
use when making causal attributions is known, which would eliminate the possibility that past
experiences and beliefs may come into play when we attribute a cause to an effect. Cheng and
Novick do not believe that statement is true. They believe that people think beyond the given
information when arriving at an analysis of a situation. This belief is shared by others in the
cognitive psychology literature [52, 53, 54]. In addition, Hilton and Slugoski [51] have reported
that human causal attributions were influenced by their implicit knowledge of norms. Since our
knowledge of norms and our a priori knowledge is not shared by all subjects or known by the
experimenter, Cheng and Novick came to the conclusion that the biases arise not from inferential
process caveats but rather the data on which the inference rules operate. They claim that the
problem is one of incomplete information. This statement is what gives rise to a portion of the
present research.
Techniques in AI allow us to discover independencies in the data and thus make better, more
accurate use of the available data [7, 8]. In addition, we have investigated integrating independencies
discovered in the data with existing AI algorithms to build more specific, descriptive, and accurate
causal models from larger, more general, sometimes misleading, causal models. This work draws
a clear distinction between the inference process and the data used to infer causation. We believe
that problems arising from poor consideration of context, and leading to the integration of bias,
are in the data, not in the inferential process. Also, the important issue of bias can be addressed
using this distinction.
Work done in causal attribution before Cheng and Novick’s probabilistic contrast model typically
has not distinguished between data and process, or has not accurately defined what information
people actually use to make causal attributions, thus leading to incorrect attribution. Cheng and
Novick explored the possibility that people decide on causal relationships based on more than
the facts that are provided in a controlled experiment setting, such as personal beliefs and past
experiences, etc., which are rational human biases. They believe the way people perceive situations
and facts is a contextual matter, and those contexts are addressed under the umbrella of biases in
attribution. According to their model, biases can be understood as contexts in which the exception
becomes the norm. They believe that an understanding of those biases can help us determine what
data is relevant to causal attribution, but can only be considered or detected if a distinction is
made between data and process.
From this awareness of variability based on context, Cheng and Novick concluded that the
problem with covariation wasn’t one of incompatibility with the way humans process information
(i.e. not thinking rationally, or in a normative manner), but rather one of insufficiency for determi-
nation of covariation due to assessment of bias. Whereas the previous models of covariation suggest
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that deviations may arise because humans do not think rationally, Cheng and Novick counter that
model, and argue that humans do make rational inferences, and discrepancies come from an in-
correct assessment of bias. They suggested that a model must be normative if we are to qualify
deviations from the model as “biases”. They suggested that observed deviations from existing
models of covariation, may, after all, be rational inferences, and proposed their initial probabilistic
contrast model: a covariational model based on estimated differences in the probabilities of the
effects conditional on the presence versus absence of potential causal factors.
From studying bias and incomplete information, Cheng and Novick realized that covariation
was in fact not sufficient to explain causal attribution, since covariation alone doesn’t necessarily
imply causation. The main factor that led Cheng and Novick to believe that covariation could not
account completely for human causal induction was that covariation alone is unable to explain why
even untutored reasoners do not equate covariation with causation.
In the psychology literature, there is an opposing approach to explaining causal inferences,
namely the causal power approach. This approach has attempted to address reasoners’ intuitive
understanding of this fundamental inequality, but has been unsuccessful at specifying the process
that transforms information from the available noncausal input to a causal judgment. To address
this issue, Cheng [21] formulated a revised version of Cheng and Novick’s [19] probabilistic con-
trast model. This improved model, the power PC theory, demonstrates that an integration of the
covariation and power approaches can overcome the problems confronting each approach studied
in isolation.
The two approaches have distinct roots in philosophy, which makes the potential for their
combination very interesting, as philosophical theories need to be widely accepted to be deemed
a philosophical account. Cheng and Novick came to the conclusion that neither covariation alone
nor causal power alone can explain the inferences humans make about causal relations. The main
question about causality in the philosophy literature deals with: “How does a reasoner come to know
that one thing causes another?” Covariation traces its roots to the philosopher David Hume [55],
while causal power stems from the philosophy of Kant [56].
Contextual consideration is a mandatory prerequisite to Cheng and Novick’s probabilistic con-
trast model as well as the fully integrated Power PC model, which considers covariation and causal
power in conjunction. Their consideration of context, termed focal sets classifies contextually se-
lected sets of events over which contrasts are computed. Cheng and Novick rely on a human expert
when building focal sets. We provide an automated method for discovering focal sets from the
available information, rather than to rely solely on the human experts. This discovery method may
also discover interesting and legitimate contexts that may have remained unnoticed with the expert
alone (see Section 5.4).
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1.3 Organization of Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 deepens the above discussion re-
garding the first theme, namely tools in AI and solving problems with context. Then, Chapter 3
focusses on the second theme, addressing existing theories of attribution and the biases documented
in the literature, to account for erroneous attributions. In Chapter 4, the third theme, a model of
causal induction by human adults, is presented in more detail. In this chapter, we discuss Cheng
and Novick’s initial covariational probabilistic contrast model, followed by the resoning behind
the required adjustments to their model, and finally, their improved contrast model, Power PC.
In Chapter 5, we revisit the three themes and present our contributions pertaining to contextual
considerations regarding decision making and problem solving, attribution theory, and Cheng and
Novick’s probabilistic contrast model. Finally, we offer some conclusions and suggest future work
in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Uncertain Reasoning in Artificial Intelligence
The contributions suggested here rely heavily on a generalized form of probabilistic conditional
independence (CI) used in uncertain reasoning for a more compact representation of probability
distributions and efficient query processing. We will later argue that context-specific independence
(CSI) can be used for much more than reducing the number of mathematical operations required
in inference, and shows promise as a cognitive tool.
For the moment, we situate CSI in the vast topic of uncertain reasoning in AI and discuss its
role within that framework. We first justify the use of probability theory as a representation for
uncertain information. We then discuss how Bayesian networks (BNs) made possible a probabilistic
representation of uncertain reasoning.
2.1 Choosing a Representation
In choosing a representation for uncertain reasoning in AI, several approaches to probability have
been considered. For instance, Mises [57] presented a frequentist approach, while Carnap [58]
presented a logical approach. In this section, we address the subjective approach to probability
theory.
Probabilistic expert systems have been used to deal with uncertainty for several reasons. In us-
ing a probabilistic representation, every uncertainty statement is subjectively expressed in the form
of a probability. Also, combinations of uncertainties are grouped using the rules of probability. Fur-
thermore, calculation of probabilities is appropriate to handle any situation involving uncertainty,
once each configuration is assigned a probability value, which translates in probabilistic terms to
the joint probability distribution (JPD), which we define formally in the next section. Once we have
the complete JPD, we can answer any query about the variables inside the JPD and we can update
it when we receive new information. This last statement leads to the most important criticisms in
choosing probability theory as a method for managing uncertain information. Criticisms of proba-
bility theory were based on [59]:
(i) the exponential number of parameters required, and
(ii) the impossibility of accurate estimation of individual probabilities.
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Once we have a probability value for every configuration in a joint probability distribution, we
can answer any query about any number of combinations of the data in that particular domain.
Take for example rolling a die. With a regular (6 face), fair (equally likely to land on any face) die,
we know that the probability of landing on any one of the 6 faces is 1/6. With these values in place,
we can answer any query (e.g. what is the probability of landing on an even number...1/6+1/6+1/6
= 3/6 = 0.5), and we can update the distribution (e.g. we find out the dice is not fair and will
never land on the face of the number 5).
However, obtaining this joint distribution directly was not a computationally feasible task as
the number of parameters increased exponentially as a function of the number of variables in the
distribution. Consider the following example below.
A medical diagnosis application involves 50 binary variables. In order to have a complete JPD,
250 − 1 probability values must be specified. Not only does it seem outrageous to specify 250 − 1
values but it may become impossible for the domain expert to specify even one value for one
configuration when 50 variables must be considered. This leads us to confirm the validity of the
two above-mentioned criticisms (i) and (ii), which conclude that it is impossible to specify the
values in the distribution directly in a real life application.
However, probabilistic network models, such as Bayesian networks, which we discuss in Section
2.3, have managed to overcome the criticisms of probability theory for uncertain reasoning in cases
where the network is sparsely connected, since it can, with the notion of probabilistic conditional
independency (CI), obtain the JPD values indirectly .
2.2 Probabilistic Terminology
Here, we give a standard account of probability calculus [60], as we will later use short hand
notation, making some assumptions of properties understood by context.
Let Ω be a finite probability space, that is, a finite set of points and let pr be a strictly positive
real function on Ω such that
∑
ω∈Ω
pr(ω) = 1.
An event a is a nonempty subset of Ω; ¬a denotes the complement of a so a and ¬a form a partition
of Ω. The (prior) probability of a is
p(a) =
∑
x∈a
pr(x).
A random variable (or just variable) is any function R from Ω to <, the real numbers. Then the
expected value or expectation of a random variable R is
E(R) =
∑
ω∈Ω
R(ω)pr(ω).
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Corresponding to every event a is a discrete random variable A which is the characteristic function
of a. That is, A(ω) = 1 if ω ∈ a and A(ω) = 0 otherwise, for all ω ∈ Ω. Note that
p(a) = E(A).
The set of points ω such that A(ω) = 1 corresponds to the event a, and the set of points such
that A(ω) = 0 corresponds to the event ¬a. The partitioning events a and ¬a are outcomes of
the variable A, and more generally a variable is a partition of Ω. We could generalize the idea of
outcomes beyond binary variables, but don’t for the present purpose.
The probability of joint event a and b, or joint probability of a and b is p(a ∩ b) and the joint
probability distribution of any two variables is the set of joint probabilities of all outcomes of the
variables. The conditional probability of a given b is
p(a|b) =
p(a ∩ b)
p(b)
where p(b) must be nonzero. The conditional probability distribution (CPD) of any two variables
is the set of conditional probabilities of all outcomes of the variables. The definition of conditional
probability implies that the joint probability of a and b can be rewritten as
p(a ∩ b) = p(b) · p(a|b).
Let p(A1, A2, . . . , An) denote the joint distribution of the variables in D = {A1, A2, . . . , An}, a
finite set of discrete random variables. We define the marginal probability p(ai) of the i
th variable
as [60]
p(ai) =
∑
A1,...,Ai−1,Ai+1,...,An
p(A1, . . . , An),
where A1, . . . , Ai−1, Ai+1, . . . , An is simply the sum over all possible values of the variables. The
marginal probability distribution (MPD) of any two variables is the set of marginal probabilities of
all outcomes of the variables. We call the process of computing the marginal probability distribution
marginalization.
Finally, for completeness, the conditional expectation of a random variable R given m is defined
analogously to the definition of conditional probability:
E(R|m) =
∑
ω∈Ω R(ω)pr(ω)
p(m)
.
Again observe that
E(R|m) = p(r|m)
when R is the characteristic function of the set r. For the remainder of this document p(a ∩ b) =
p(a, b) when ∩ is understood by context. From this point on, for simplicity, we can assume all
variables to be binary unless otherwise specified.
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2.3 Bayesian Networks
Pearl [33] formalized the notion of Bayesian networks (BNs). The general idea behind BNs is
that although it may not be efficient to directly specify a joint probability distribution, BNs allow
for a JPD to be specified indirectly. This is achieved due to the conditional independence (CI)
assumptions encoded in the Bayesian network. BNs will be discussed in greater detail and defined
formally after we discuss CI.
2.3.1 Probabilistic Conditional Independence (CI)
Let A denote the domain in which outcome a appears. We say that variables Y and Z are condi-
tionally independent given X , denoted I(Y, X, Z), if, given any x ∈ X , y ∈ Y , then for all z ∈ Z,
p(y|x, z) = p(y|x), whenever p(x, z) > 0. (2.1)
or equivalently,
p(Y, X, Z) =
p(Y, X) · p(X, Z)
p(X)
. (2.2)
From the first definition, we can see that the set Z of variables does not change the probability
of Y once we know the value of X . Therefore the value of Z provides no information in the CPD
p(y|x, z). The second definition is also interesting because it explicitly shows how the distribution
can be decomposed into smaller distributions based on the conditional independence. We are
reducing the size of the MPDs.
To illustrate the idea more clearly, consider the CPDs in Table 2.1. The 4 CPDs contain con-
ditional independencies, which will make it possible to decompose them into smaller distributions.
By Equation (2.1), the CIs found in the CPDs in Table 2.1 are as follows:
p(B|A) = p(B), (2.3)
p(C|A, B) = p(C|A), (2.4)
p(D|A, B, C) = p(D|A, B), (2.5)
p(E|A, B, C, D) = p(E|A, C, D). (2.6)
The CIs in Equations (2.3) - (2.6) are denoted as follows: I({B}, ∅, {A}), I({C}, {A}, {B}),
I({D}, {AB}, {C}), I({E}, {ACD}, {B}), respectively. The resulting CPDs are presented in Ta-
ble 2.2.
To discover those independencies simply by inspecting the CPDs, we ask: “Does knowing the
value of one of the variables change the likelihood of the configuration?” If not, there is no need to
store it.
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Table 2.1: The conditional probability distributions (CPDs) p(B|A), p(C|A, B),
p(D|A, B, C), and p(E|A, B, C, D) containing CIs.
AB p(B|A) ABCD p(D|A,B,C) ABCDE p(E|A,B,C,D)
00 0.3 0000 0.3 00000 0.1
01 0.7 0001 0.7 00001 0.9
10 0.3 0010 0.3 00010 0.1
11 0.7 0011 0.7 00011 0.9
0100 0.3 00100 0.8
0101 0.7 00101 0.2
0110 0.3 00110 0.8
ABC p(C|A,B) 0111 0.7 00111 0.2
000 0.2 1000 0.6 01000 0.1
001 0.8 1001 0.4 01001 0.9
010 0.2 1010 0.6 01010 0.1
011 0.8 1011 0.4 01011 0.9
100 0.3 1100 0.8 01100 0.8
101 0.7 1101 0.2 01101 0.2
110 0.3 1110 0.8 01110 0.8
111 0.7 1111 0.2 01111 0.2
10000 0.6
10001 0.4
10010 0.3
10011 0.7
10100 0.6
10101 0.4
10110 0.3
10111 0.7
11000 0.6
11001 0.4
11010 0.3
11011 0.7
11100 0.6
11101 0.4
11110 0.3
11111 0.7
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Table 2.2: By utilizing the CIs in Equations (2.3) - (2.6), the initial CPDs in
Table 2.1 can be simplified as shown.
B p(B) AC p(C|A) ABD p(D|A,B) ACDE p(E|A,C,D)
0 0.3 00 0.2 000 0.3 0000 0.1
1 0.7 01 0.8 001 0.7 0001 0.9
10 0.3 010 0.3 0010 0.1
11 0.7 011 0.7 0011 0.9
100 0.6 0100 0.8
101 0.4 0101 0.2
110 0.8 0110 0.8
111 0.2 0111 0.2
1000 0.6
1001 0.4
1010 0.3
1011 0.7
1100 0.6
1101 0.4
1110 0.3
1111 0.7
In the CPD p(B|A), knowing the value of the variable A does not change the belief in B, i.e.
p(B|A) = p(B). We say that given the empty set, variables A and B are independent. For CPD
p(C|A, B), knowing B does not change the belief in C when the value of A is known so variables
A and C are independent given B, i.e. p(C|A, B) = p(C|A). Following the same argument for the
two remaining CPDs, variables C and D are independent given variables A and B in p(D|A, B, C),
i.e. p(D|A, B, C) = p(D|A, B), and finally variables B and E are independent given variables A,
C, and D in p(E|A, B, C, D), i.e. p(E|A, B, C, D) = p(E|A, C, D).
The number of values to be specified is reduced when we use CIs. Instead of specifying 60 values
like in Table 2.1, only 30 values need to be specified in Table 2.2 when CI is considered. Now, to
represent a distribution in terms of small CPDs containing conditional independencies, we must
review the chain rule of probability. By the chain rule of probability, we may write the following
identity
p(A, B, C, D, E) = p(A) · p(B|A) · p(C|A, B) · p(D|A, B, C) · p(E|A, B, C, D). (2.7)
By the definition of conditional probability (see Section 2.2), we can rewrite Equation (2.7) as
p(A, B, C, D, E)
= p(A) ·
p(A, B)
p(A)
·
p(A, B, C)
p(A, B)
·
p(A, B, C, D)
p(A, B, C)
·
p(A, B, C, D, E)
p(A, B, C, D)
. (2.8)
Canceling out the common terms in Equation (2.8), shows that the right side of the equation,
p(A, B, C, D, E), is identical to the left side. Note that the CPDs in Equation (2.7) are found in
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Table 2.1, with the exception of p(A). The reason being that p(A) does not contain any nontrivial
CIs and therefore will not be decomposed into a smaller distribution.
By substituting the CIs in Equations (2.3) - (2.6) into Equation (2.7), the following simplified
factorization, termed factorized JPD, is obtained
p(A, B, C, D, E) = p(A) · p(B) · p(C|A) · p(D|A, B) · p(E|A, C, D). (2.9)
Note that the CPDs in Equation (2.9) are found in Table 2.2, once again with the exception of
p(A). For more details on reading CIs, refer to Appendix A.
2.3.2 Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)
Because it is inconvenient to explictly state all of the CIs that hold in a distribution, we use a
graphical structure called a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The DAG together with the corresponding
CPDs define a Bayesian network (BN). To each variable Ai with parents Y1, . . . , Yj in the DAG,
there is an attached conditional probability table p(Ai|Y1 . . . Yj). Also, in the DAG, every child
is independent of its non-descendents, given the state of its parents. The DAG in Figure 2.1
corresponds to the CPDs formed from the inspected CIs in Table 2.2.
Bayesian networks have also been used as a representation of causality. Pearl and Verma [61]
provide a causal semantics for BNs. They claim that a causal model of a set of random variables R
can be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where each node corresponds to an element
in R and edges denote direct causal relationships between pairs of elements of R.
The direct causal relations in the causal model can be expressed in terms of probabilistic condi-
tional independencies (CIs) [33]. For the remainder of this document, the terms Bayesian network
and causal model will be used interchangeably. Before addressing the issue of probabilistic inference,
we describe a method for validating non-local CIs from a Bayesian network.
A
E
D
B
C
Figure 2.1: A Bayesian network for p(A, B, C, D, E).
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2.3.3 Methods for the Verification of Non-Local CIs
As mentioned previously, each CPD in a Bayesian network represents the probability values of the
configurations of one node (variable) in the DAG given the state of its parents. Each CPD quantifies
the relationship between a node and its parents in the DAG without considering the other nodes in
the DAG. However, there exists a method to verify the validity of independencies between any two
sets of nodes in the DAG. We call these independencies non-local independencies and the method
d-separation. The d-separation method is used to test CI statements in a DAG. First, we define
local and non-local independencies, and then, we define d-separation.
Definition 1 [3] A local independency is one that involves variables from a single CPD (i.e. a
given node and its parents). A non-local independency is one that involves any other sets of nodes
in the Bayesian network.
A DAG represents local CIs explicitly and non-local CIs implicitly.
Definition 2 [33] Let X , Y , Z be disjoint subsets of variables in a DAG D. Set X d-separates
sets Y and Z, I(Y, X, Z), if along every path (direction of arrows in DAG not important) between
a node in Y and a node in Z, there exists a node N in the path satisfying one of the following two
conditions:
(i) N has converging arrows, and none of its descendents (including N) is in X .
(ii) N does not have converging arrows and N is in X .
The d-separation method is sound and complete [33].
Example 1 Consider the DAG in Figure 2.2. Using Definition 2, we verify the existence of the
CI I({B},{A},{C}).
There are three paths from {B} to {C}:
1. 〈B, A, C〉 → A is not converging and A is in X, so A satisfies (ii).
2. 〈B, D, C〉 → D is converging and D is not in X, so D satisfies (i).
3. 〈B, E, C〉 → E is converging and E, F are not in X, so E satisfies (i).
Therefore, {A} d-separates {B} and {C}.
Example 2 Consider again the DAG in Figure 2.2. Using Definition 2, we show the non-validity
of the CI I({B},{AF},{C}).
We know from Example 1 that there are three paths from {B} to {C}: 〈B, A, C〉, 〈B, D, C〉, and
〈B, E, C〉
→ For path 〈B, E, C〉, E has converging arrows, and one of its descendents F is in X, so E does
not satisfy condition (i).
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→ Also for path 〈B, E, C〉, neither B, E, or C are in X, therefore condition (ii) is not satisfied.
Since conditions (i) and (ii) fail for at least one path from B to C, namely 〈B, E, C〉, {A, F} does
not d-separate {B} and {C}.
A
B C
D E
F
Figure 2.2: A DAG for p(A, B, C, D, E, F ).
2.3.4 Inference on Factorized Distributions
In terms of inference, with a factorized distribution it may be possible to answer queries with local
computations. It may not be necessary to compute the whole JPD in order to answer a query that
involves only a fraction of the variables. We use the multiplication and marginalization operations
to perform this task.
Given a factorized JPD, to locally marginalize out a variable ai from the distribution, we must
first remove from the factorization all functions that involve ai and compute the product of the
resulting functions. Then we marginalize out ai from the product, and put the resulting function
back into the factorization.
As an example, let’s compute p(A, B, C, E) from the factorization in Equation (2.9). Since the
distribution is over A, B, C, D, and E, we must marginalize out variable D from the distribution.
This simple idea is the basis for all inference in BNs. Different algorithms try to use CIs in
specialized ways. We compute p(A, B, C, E) as follows:
p(A, B, C, E) =
∑
D
p(A, B, C, D, E)
=
∑
D
p(A) · p(B|A) · p(C|A) · p(D|A, B) · p(E|A, C, D)
= p(A) · p(B|A) · p(C|A) ·
∑
D
p(D|A, B) · p(E|A, C, D). (2.10)
Although the above manipulation may seem trivial, the computational savings are quite large.
Instead of multiplying all the variables together and doing the marginalization over the resulting
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large set, the marginalization is performed only over the CPDs involving variable D. The other
CPDs remain untouched.
Using the CPDs p(D|A, B) and p(E|A, C, D) in Table 2.2, computing the product p(D|A, B) ·
p(E|A, C, D) requires 32 multiplications. Marginalizing out variable D from this product requires
16 additions. The resulting distribution can be multiplied with p(A) · p(B) · p(C|A) to obtain our
desired distribution p(A, B, C, E).
It is important to note that although we can do inference locally, i.e., without computing the
whole JPD, there may be some cases where the distribution is still too large to make the computation
feasible.
2.4 A More Compact Representation and Improved Query
Processing
Bayesian networks may make indirect acquisition of the joint probability distribution feasible due
to conditional independence assumptions. This allows for a more compact representation of the
distribution and makes the inference process feasible in many applications. However the notion
of conditional independence is too restrictive to capture independencies that only hold in certain
contexts. In this section, we review this type of contextual independence that has been formalized
as context-specific independence (CSI) [3]. We show how inference with CSI is possible and how it
can speed up the inference process. Next, we discuss methods for capturing CSI. We first discuss a
method by Boutilier et al. [3], which facilitates the acquisition of CSI from a human expert. Finally,
we discuss an algorithm that allows us to detect CSI from the conditional probability distributions
in the case where no expert is available [7].
2.4.1 The Role of CSI in Uncertain Reasoning with Bayesian Networks
Although Bayesian networks have rendered probabilistic inference computationally feasible in ap-
plications where each conditional probability distribution involves only a fraction of the variables,
conditional independence alone remains restrictive. It is only possible to take advantage of the
conditional independence and benefit from a decomposition of the CPDs if a certain CI holds for
all values of a variable in the distribution (see Equation 2.1). With context-specific independence,
we can recognize CIs that hold for a subset of values of a variable in a distribution. Thus, CSI is a
CI that need only hold in a specific context and not all contexts like its CI counterpart. It allows
us to further decompose the distributions, which means fewer values need to be specified.
For example, consider a CPD consisting of four variables, Income, Profession, Weather, and
Computer Skills. When the value for Profession is office-clerk, the variables Income and Weather
are independent. That is, the probability value of Income is the same no matter what valueWeather
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takes on. Therefore, in theory it is useless to keep the Weather variable in the distribution, as it
does not give us any clue about the probability of Income. However, without the notion of CSI,
we cannot eliminate Weather from this distribution since the same cannot be said for the value
Profession = farmer. If the Weather variable is manipulated, the probability values for the Income
variable will fluctuate greatly. Ideally, we would like to keep the Weather variable in the subset
of the distribution where Profession = farmer, and eliminate it in the subset where Profession =
office-clerk.
Furthermore, we notice that a similar scenario exists for the variable Computer-Skills, except the
independency holds for Profession = farmer but not for Profession = office-clerk in this case. The
level of computer competence of the office-clerk will play a role in the determination of their Income,
while the farmer’s Income will not be affected by his/her Computer-Skills. In this second scenario,
ideally we would remove the variable Computer-Skills in the context Profession = farmer, and keep
it when the value Profession = office-clerk. This kind of independence is called context-specific
independence (CSI).
Let p be a JPD over a set R of variables, let {X , Y , Z, C} be pairwise disjoint subsets of R,
and let x ∈ X , y ∈ Y , z ∈ Z, and c ∈ C, where A represents the domains in which outcome a
appears. We say that Y and Z are conditionally independent given X in context C = c [3], denoted
IC=c(Y, X, Z) if,
p(y|x, z, c) = p(y|x, c), whenever p(x, z, c) > 0. (2.11)
This definition is similar to the definition of CI. The difference is it explictly states the context
c in which the independence holds.
Based on the above definition, we show how CSI may let us further decompose the CPDs.
Consider again CPDs p(D|A, B) and p(E|A, C, D) from the factorization in Equation (2.9). Using
the idea of context-specific independence, we can further decompose those two CPDs. Consider the
CPD p(D|A, B) redrawn in Table 2.3 (i). In that particular CPD, no conditional independencies
hold, therefore we cannot decompose the distribution based on CI. However, we see that variables
D and B are conditionally independent in the context A = 0. When the value of A = 0, the
probability values of variable B do not change the probability of D. That is
p(D = d|A = 0, B = b) = p(D = d|A = 0).
Table 2.3 (ii), shows that when A = 0, variable B need not be stored, because the probability
values will be the same with or without B. Therefore, if B is removed from that portion of the
distribution, the number of probability values to be specified in the context A = 0 is reduced.
Instead of storing the CPD p(D|A, B), containing four probability values in context A = 0, in
Table 2.3 (i), we store p(D|A = 0), containing only two values, in Table 2.3 (iii) and p(D|A = 1, B)
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Table 2.3: Variables D and B are conditionally independent in context A = 0.
ABD p(D|A=0,B) A D p(D|A=0)
ABD p(D|A,B) 000 0.3 → 0 0 0.3
000 0.3 001 0.7 0 1 0.7
001 0.7 ↗ 010 0.3
010 0.3 011 0.7
011 0.7
100 0.6 ABD p(D|A=1,B)
101 0.4 ↘ 100 0.6
110 0.8 101 0.4
111 0.2 110 0.8
111 0.2
(i) (ii) (iii)
in Table 2.3 (ii). The total number of values to be specified drops from 8 to 6 by decomposing the
CPD p(D|A, B) with CSI.
Now, consider the CPD p(E|A, C, D) in Table 2.4. Once again, although no conditional indepen-
dencies hold over all values of a variable in the distribution, E and D are conditionally independent
given C in context A = 0 while E and C are conditionally independent given D in context A = 1.
That is,
p(E = e|A = 0, C = c, D = d) = p(E = e|A = 0, C = c)
and
p(E = e|A = 1, C = c, D = d) = p(E = e|A = 1, D = d).
When A = 0, we do not need to store variable D as it does not modify the belief in the occurence
of E. Following a similar argument, we do not need to store variable C when the value of A is 1.
In this case, the number of probability values to be specified drops from 16 to 8 by decomposing
the CPD with CSI. Instead of storing the CPD p(E|A, C, D) in Table 2.4 (i), we store p(E|A = 0, C)
and p(E|A = 1, D) shown in Table 2.4 (iii). The important point to remember is that although
no CIs hold over all the values in the distribution, we may still be able to decompose parts of the
CPDs with CSI.
2.4.2 Inference with CSI
In this section, we discuss how to perform inference with context-specific independence. To make
inference with CSI achievable, we use the notions of partial functions and the union-product operator
to obtain a CSI-factorization. From that factorization, we may sometimes be able to answer queries
more efficiently than with the factorization obtained from CI alone.
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Table 2.4: Variables E and D are conditionally independent given C in context
A = 0, while E and C are conditionally independent given D in context A = 1.
ACDE p(E|A=0,C,D) ACE p(E|A=0,C)
ACDE p(E|A,C,D) 0000 0.1 → 000 0.1
0000 0.1 0001 0.9 001 0.9
0001 0.9 0010 0.1 010 0.8
0010 0.1 0011 0.9 011 0.2
0011 0.9 0100 0.8
0100 0.8 0101 0.2
0101 0.2 0110 0.8
0110 0.8 ↗ 0111 0.2
0111 0.2
1000 0.6 ACDE p(E|A=1,C,D) ADE p(E|A=1,D)
1001 0.4 ↘ 1000 0.6 100 0.6
1010 0.3 1001 0.4 → 101 0.4
1011 0.7 1010 0.3 110 0.3
1100 0.6 1011 0.7 111 0.7
1101 0.4 1100 0.6
1110 0.3 1101 0.4
1111 0.7 1110 0.3
1111 0.7
(i) (ii) (iii)
The Union-Product Operator
For our discussion, partial functions are functions defined for some, but not all, probability values in
a distribution. The decompositions of Section 2.4.1, use partial functions. For example, p(D|A = 0)
is a partial function over A, B, and D, since it is defined when the value of A is 0 but it is undefined
when A = 1. When the value of A is 1, we must consider variable B, p(D|A = 1, B).
Definition 3 [5] A partial function of a set X of variables is a mapping from a proper subset of
possible values of X . Thus, it is defined only for some, but not all possible values of X . The set
of possible values of X for which a partial function is defined is called the domain of the partial
function.
Definition 4 [5] A full function of a set X of variables is a mapping from the set of all possible
values of X .
To manipulate partial functions, the standard multiplication operator “·” needs to be gen-
eralized. Zhang and Poole [5] formalized this extension as the union-product operator . The
union-product r(Y, X)  s(X, Z) of functions r(Y, X) and s(X, Z) is the function of variables in
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Table 2.5: Three partial functions p(D|A = 0), p(D|A = 1, B), and p(E|A = 1, D).
AD p(D|A=0) ABD p(D|A=1,B) ADE p(E|A=1,D)
00 0.3 100 0.6 100 0.6
01 0.7 101 0.4 101 0.4
110 0.8 110 0.3
111 0.2 111 0.7
Table 2.6: The union-product p(D|A = 0)  p(D|A = 1, B) of p(D|A = 0) and
p(D|A = 1, B) in Table 2.5.
A B D p(D|A = 0) p(D|A = 1, B) p′(A, B, D)
0 0 0 0.3 - 0.3
0 0 1 0.7 - 0.7
0 1 0 0.3 - 0.3
0 1 1 0.7 - 0.7
1 0 0 - 0.6 0.6
1 0 1 - 0.4 0.4
1 1 0 - 0.8 0.8
1 1 1 - 0.2 0.2
disjoint subsets Y ∪X ∪ Z defined as
r(y, x)  s(x, z) =


r(y, x) · s(x, z) if both r(y, x) and s(x, z) are defined
r(y, x) if r(y, x) is defined and s(x, z) is undefined
s(x, z) if r(y, x) is undefined and s(x, z) is defined
undefined if both r(y, x) and s(x, z) are undefined.
The union-product operator  is associative and commutative [5].
Example 3 Consider p(D|A = 0), p(D|A = 1, B), and p(E|A = 1, D) redrawn in Table 2.5. We
compute p(D|A = 0)p(D|A = 1, B)p(E|A = 1, D). The symbol “-” indicates when the function
is undefined for a particular configuration. The computation of p(D|A = 0)  p(D|A = 1, B)
is illustrated in Table 2.6. By removing the fourth and fifth columns, we obtain the resulting
distribution p′(A, B, D) = p(D|A = 0)p(D|A = 1, B). The computation of the final union-product
p′(A, B, D)p(E|A = 1, D), is illustrated in Table 2.7. After removing the fifth and sixth columns,
we obtain the resulting distribution p′(A, B, D, E) = p(D|A = 0)p(D|A = 1, B)p(E|A = 1, D).
The union-product operator allows for a single CPD to be horizontally partitioned into several
CPDs, based on the contextual independencies. Returning to the factorization in Equation (2.9),
the CPD p(D|A, B) can be rewritten as
p(D|A, B) = p(D|A = 0, B) p(D|A = 1, B)
= p(D|A = 0) p(D|A = 1, B), (2.12)
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Table 2.7: The union-product p′(A, B, D)  p(E|A = 1, D), where p′(A, B, D) is
shown in Table 2.6 and p(E|A = 1, D) is shown in Table 2.5.
A B D E p′(A, B, D) p(E|A = 1, D) p′(A, B, D, E)
0 0 0 0 0.3 - 0.3
0 0 0 1 0.3 - 0.3
0 0 1 0 0.7 - 0.7
0 0 1 1 0.7 - 0.7
0 1 0 0 0.3 - 0.3
0 1 0 1 0.3 - 0.3
0 1 1 0 0.7 - 0.7
0 1 1 1 0.7 - 0.7
1 0 0 0 0.6 0.6 0.36
1 0 0 1 0.6 0.4 0.24
1 0 1 0 0.4 0.3 0.12
1 0 1 1 0.4 0.7 0.28
1 1 0 0 0.8 0.6 0.48
1 1 0 1 0.8 0.4 0.32
1 1 1 0 0.2 0.3 0.06
1 1 1 1 0.2 0.7 0.14
while p(E|A, C, D) is equivalently stated as
p(E|A, C, D) = p(E|A = 0, C, D) p(E|A = 1, C, D)
= p(E|A = 0, C) p(E|A = 1, D). (2.13)
The CSI Inference Process
The union-product operator lets the functions obtained from the CSI decompositions of the CPDs
represent a factorization of the entire JPD. We illustrate this idea by showing a CSI refinement of
the factorization in Equation (2.9) obtained from the Bayesian network in Figure 2.1.
With the CSI decompositions of p(D|A, B) and p(E|A, C, D), we can further refine the factor-
ization of p(A, B, C, D, E) into a more compact CSI-factorization. By substituting Equations (2.12)
and (2.13) into the CI-factorization of p(A, B, C, D, E) in Equation (2.9), the CSI-factorization of
the JPD p(A, B, C, D, E) is
p(A, B, C, D, E) = p(A) · p(B) · p(C|A)  p(D|A = 0) p(D|A = 1, B)
 p(E|A = 0, C) p(E|A = 1, D). (2.14)
In a CSI approach, the steps to marginalizing out a variable are similar to the ones presented
previously for CI. The only difference is that in step (2), we compute the union-product instead
of the product of the functions containing the variable to be marginalized out. The reason for
the need of this modification is the introduction of partial functions. The modification is in fact a
generalization of the steps presented previously.
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Due to the CSI-factorization of p(A, B, C, D, E), we obtain more CPDs and fewer variables in
many of the CPDs. Therefore, computing p(A, B, C, E) from Equation (2.14) involves
p(A, B, C, E) =
∑
D
p(A) · p(B) · p(C|A) p(D|A = 0) p(D|A = 1, B)
 p(E|A = 0, C) p(E|A = 1, D)
= p(A) · p(B) · p(C|A)  p(E|A = 0, C)
∑
D
p(D|A = 0)
 p(D|A = 1, B) p(E|A = 1, D). (2.15)
Computing the union-product p(D|A = 0)  p(D|A = 1, B)  p(E|A = 1, D) requires 8 multipli-
cations. Next, 8 additions are required to marginalize out variable D. Eight more multiplications
are required to compute the union-product of the resulting distribution with p(E|A = 0, C). The
resulting distribution can be multiplied with p(A) · p(B) · p(C|A) to give p(A, B, C, E).
2.4.3 Approximation of CSI
Although a sound formalism for inference with CSI is available, discovering CSIs can be challenging.
One main difficulty is that very few CSIs can be discovered unless exact probability distributions are
available. To solve that problem, CSI approximation methods have been proposed [62]. Input data
with probability values close to zero were eliminated from distributions, making independencies
more likely. Also, probability values that were significantly close to each other were given identical
values, thus forcing CSI to be present and therefore making the representation more compact.
Finally, Poole and Zhang [34, 35] presented methods of allowing compact representations of the
conditional probabilities of a variable given its parents. Such representations exploit contextual
independence in terms of parent contexts. The authors hypothesize that the variables that act as
parents may depend on the values of other variables.
For this thesis, we, like Pearl [63], assume the availability of exact probability distributions,
where probabilities do not need to be approximated, and independencies are only discovered for
identical probability values. In reality, such exact distributions are highly unlikely and approxima-
tion methods should be used as a preprocessing tool.
2.4.4 CSI Discovery
In this section, we discuss an acquisition method for context-specific independence, namely CPD-
trees. Boutilier et al. [3] propose a method using CPD-trees to facilitate the acquisition of CSIs
from a human expert. Then, we discuss an algorithm [7], which lets us detect the CSIs from a CPD
using CPD-trees when no human expert is available.
Instead of viewing a CPD as a table, here we view a CPD as a tree structure, called a CPD-
tree [3]. The CPD-tree representation is advantageous since it makes it particularly easy to elicit
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probabilities from a human expert due to its structured graphical representation. A second advan-
tage of CPD-trees is that they allow a simple graphical method, which we call CSI-detection, for
detecting CSIs [3]. We describe CSI-detection as follows.
Discovery by Human Expert
A CPD can be represented in a tree structure, called a CPD-tree, where variables in the CPD are
represented by nodes in the CPD-tree, and the values of the variables in the CPD are represented
by branches in the CPD-tree. Every path from root node to leaf node in the CPD-tree represents
a unique configuration in the associated CPD with the probability value as the leaf node. Given a
CPD-tree for a variable A and its parent set ΠA, i.e., a CPD-tree for the CPD p(A|ΠA), the label
of a path is defined as the values of the nodes on that path. A path is consistent with a context
C = c iff the labeling of the path is consistent with the assignment of the values in c. Given the
CPD-tree depicting p(Y |X, Z, C), we say that variable Y is independent of variable Z given X in
the specific context C = c, if Z does not appear on any path consistent with C = c [3].
Example 4 A human expert could specify the the CPD-tree in Figure 2.3 representing the CPD
p(E|A, C, D) in Table 2.2. Consider the context A = 0. Since variable D does not appear on any
path consistent with A = 0, we say that variables E and D are independent given C in context
A = 0. It can be verified that variables E and C are independent given D in context A = 1.
1 0
E E
1 0
1
111
0.9 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.7
E
0.1 0.8 0.2
D
E
0
1
0
0 0
0
C
A
Figure 2.3: The CPD-tree given by a human expert representing p(E|A, C, D) in
Table 2.2.
Discovery from Probability Distributions
In this section, we discuss a method for detecting context-specific independencies from a CPD,
since in many situations, no human expert is available and one must rely solely on data.
Example 5 Suppose there is no human expert available. The initial CPD-tree in Figure 2.4 is
obtained directly from the CPD in Table 2.2. Although variables E and D are independent given
C in context A = 0, while variables E and C are independent given D in context A = 1, the
CSI-detection method does not detect any CSIs holding in this initial CPD-tree.
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Figure 2.4: One initial CPD-tree for the given CPD p(E|A, C, D) in Table 2.2.
Recall that for the purpose of this research, we assume exact distributions [63]. However,
approximation methods are available when this is not the case [62]. Confidence intervals could also
help approximate distributions.
The problem here is that the CSI-detection method is based on missing edges in the CPD-tree.
On the contrary, the initial CPD-tree constructed directly from a given CPD will have all edges
present. Thus, in order to take advantage of the CSI-detection method, we can use the following
algorithm to remove the vacuous edges in the initial CPD-tree.
Algorithm 1 REFINE CPD-TREE
Input: an initial CPD-tree for a given CPD
Output: the refined CPD-tree obtained by removing all vacuous edges
begin
1. If all children of a node A are identical, then replace A by one of its offspring.
2. Delete all other children of node A.
end
Example 6 Consider again the initial CPD-tree in Figure 2.4. When A = 0 and C = 0, node D
has identical children. Hence, node D can be replaced with node E. Similarly, for when A = 0 and
C = 1. Moreover, when A = 1, node C has identical children. Node C can then be replaced by
node D. The refined CPD-tree after these deletions is shown in Figure 2.3.
The following theorem, which appeared in [64] establishes the soundness of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1 By removing the vacuous edges in the CPD-tree, Algorithm 1 correctly identifies CSIs.
Proof: Without loss of generality, consider the CPD p(C|A, B) over three binary variables A, B, C,
as shown in Table 2.8 (i). The initial CPD-tree for p(C|A, B) using the node ordering A− B − C
is depicted in Figure 2.5. In order for Algorithm 1 to detect CSI, we must have a node with all
identical children, as for node B in Figure 2.5. By the definition of Algorithm 1, node B will
be replaced by one instance of node C, when A = a1, as illustrated in the resulting CPD-tree in
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Figure 2.6. Consider again the CPD in Table 2.8 (i). Variables C and B are in fact conditionally
independent in the context A = a1. Thus, the decomposition shown in Table 2.8 (ii, iii) is possible,
where variable B is removed from the portion of the distribution where A = a1. Thus, Algorithm
1 correctly identified the conditional independence of variables B and C in the context A = a1.
Table 2.8: (i) The CPD p(C|A, B) corresponding to the initial tree in Figure 2.5.
(ii) The partition of p(C|A, B) based on A = a1 and A = a2. (iii) Algorithm 1
correctly identifies the CSI p(C|A = a1, B) = p(C|A = a1).
A B C p(C|A, B) A B C p(C|A, B) A C p(C|A = a1)
a1 b1 c1 p1 a1 b1 c1 p1 → a1 c1 p1
a1 b1 c2 p2 a1 b1 c2 p2 a1 c2 p2
a1 b2 c1 p1 a1 b2 c1 p1
a1 b2 c2 p2 a1 b2 c2 p2
a2 b1 c1 p3 a2 b1 c1 p3
a2 b1 c2 p4 a2 b1 c2 p4
a2 b2 c1 p5 a2 b2 c1 p5
a2 b2 c2 p6 a2 b2 c2 p6
(i) (ii) (iii)
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Figure 2.5: The initial CPD-tree for p(C|A, B).
Although the algorithm is sound, Algorithm 1 may fail to detect some CSIs that are present in
the distribution. The problem is due to the ordering of the nodes in the tree. Depending on the
node ordering, the number and nature of CSIs detected may vary. As an example, it can be observed
that if the ordering of the nodes in the initial tree in Figure 5.5 is changed from A−C −D−E to
C −D − A − E, Algorithm 1 does not detect any CSIs. Note that the variable being conditioned
on must remain at the lowest level in the tree (leaf nodes).
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Figure 2.6: The resulting CPD-tree for p(C|A, B).
Since node ordering is important in the algorithm, a heuristic can help determine a better, if
not optimal node ordering. In the BN, the node with the most incoming arrows should be used as
a level 1 node (assuming leaf nodes with probability values are labeled level 0) in the CPD-tree.
The subsequent levels should contain remaining nodes in descending order of number of incoming
arrows in the DAG. Variables with no incoming arrows should be at the top of the tree.
Finally, the main set-back with the algorithm is its exponential computational complexity.
However, as we discuss later in the document, the complexity issue does not pose a major problem
when dealing with an analysis of the semantics of discovered independencies, which is the focus of
the thesis.
2.5 Direction of Generalizations
2.5.1 Contextual Weak Independence (CWI)
Throughout the development of CSI, we have not paid any attention to the natural “grouping”
of the information, or analyzing the semantics of the available information. The main focus was
on complexity reduction, fewer variables per distribution, fewer operations required for inference.
So again, once the questions of representation, inference and discovery were answered, the natural,
logical transition was once more one of generalization, how can we generalize even more, and make
it even more compact? One generalization is contextual weak independence (CWI) [4]. The result
from utilizing CWI is an even more generalized version of CSI, where context is found within a
CSI. It is a further generalization of context for more specific subgroups of data. It is slightly less
intuitive in practice but the computational saving can be superior, although the independencies are
harder to find. Essentially, the results were that once again, an adequate representation is possible,
inference can be carried out (once again, with a new operator, this time called the weak-join) [6],
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and discovery methods have also been suggested [7].
2.5.2 Further Generalizations of Independencies
CI is a way to decompose JPDs. As a result, more efficient probabilistic inference may be possible.
CSI is a general case of CI, which can yield better inference. CWI is a generalization of CSI, which
in turn, has shown to yield even better inference [6]. From that pattern, a natural question arises.
It seems that better probabilistic inference is possible the further we decompose, so why not break
down n-tuple distributions into n individual distributions? That would be the extreme case where
every distribution only has one unique record.
Decomposing an n-tuple distribution into n distributions is not necessarily efficient since the
decomposition is not based on any independence between variables. It is an arbitrary decomposition.
When a query comes in, the distribution must be reconstructed before the query can be processed
since no independencies held initially. Therefore, no savings are obtained and marginalizing out a
variable from the distribution will require the same number of additions as it would have, had the
distribution not been decomposed into singleton decompositions.
2.5.3 Refinement with CSI
By taking advantage of context-specific independence (CSI), the indirect compact representation
of the joint probability distribution (JPD) was improved in many cases with an even more compact
representation. Subsequently, CSI was further generalized with CWI. However, consideration of
the potential cognitive interpretations of this type of independence was given little attention. This
is the problem we address in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Attribution Theory
In this chapter, we discuss existing theories of attribution, and discuss how human adults at-
tribute causes to effects. Current methods for categorizing particularities about people’s unexpected
behaviours, namely biases in attribution, are also discussed in this chapter. As stated in the in-
troduction, one of the main contributions of this thesis is the use of context-specific independencies
(CSI) to distinguish between situational factors and dispositional causes when examining a situation
regarding people’s personalities.
Recall that in social psychology, attribution theory deals with explanations of behaviour. The
theory assumes that people try to understand why others do the things they do by attributing
multiple causes to that particular behaviour. For example, consider the issue of illegal drugs. You
have a collegue who you consider is an intelligent, well-organized, respectful, kind person, whose
lifestyle and ideas you admire. This person has confided in you in the past and you value his/her
friendship very much. The individual in question is also a regular consumer of illegal drugs. As
a friend, you may be disappointed about this type of behaviour but more than anything you are
also worried about health and legal risks your friend is taking. Naturally, you wish to understand
why the behaviour persists. Upon reflection, you realize many factors may be contributing to, or
causing your friend’s behaviour. Possible factors include a simple character flaw, an addiction, a
misperception of the effects of drugs as a stress reliever, peer pressure, etc. The true explanation
matters to you, and in general, the conclusions we make about an individual’s behaviour determine
our reactions to the particular individual. Even more generally, our interactions with other people
have roots in the attributions or explanations we make of what they say and do. Attribution theory
explores how people associate causes to events and how their subsequent actions will be affected
by this cognitive perception, namely the event they choose as causal.
3.1 Determination of Attribution
In theorizing about attribution, we are interested not only in the true cause of behaviour but also
in how we, as human adults, assign a cause to another person’s behaviour, whether the inferred
cause is true or not. For example, suppose the true cause of your friend’s regular consumption
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of illegal drugs is a false belief, acquired in a magazine article, about the benefits it may have on
acne, in combination with her quasi-obsession with clear skin, and a family history of oily skin.
However, attribution is equally interested in understanding how other individuals would attribute
the behaviour. For instance, you might attribute the cause of her behaviour to a completely
different factor, such as her peers. Two fundamental principles [37] play a key role in determining
the attributions people make, namely the discounting principle, and the covariation principle.
3.1.1 Discounting Principle
The discounting principle can be thought of as the principle of a likely cause. Kelley [37] states
that in general, people tend to accept the more frequently observed scenario as being causal, and
disregard all other possibilities. For example, if a floor shop supervisor monitors a worker closely,
then this boss’ superior considers this a plausible explanation for the worker’s hard work (i.e.
supervision), and will therefore likely disregard other plausible reasons for the behaviour, such as
the worker’s motivation to do a good job [65]. According to the discounting principle, once a
plausible cause for a particular behaviour is identified, the search for an explanation ends. People
are more interested in a cause than the cause.
3.1.2 Covariation Principle
The covariation principle is applicable when two events are associated over a series of instances. If
event B always happens when event A occurs, and does not take place when A is absent, people
often infer that one causes the other. This principle also applies to the negation. If event B never
happens when event A occurs, but always occurs in the absence of A, people will tend to infer that
event A causes B not to occur. An example of the covariation principle is as follows: if a person
becomes visibly nervous when they are around water, but seems calm otherwise, we are likely to
attribute the nervousness to the person’s feelings towards water, and not to a personality trait. We
will not categorize the individual as simply being a nervous person in general.
Before moving on to theories of attribution, based on the principles of discounting and co-
variation, we distinguish two general categories of causes people use to understand other people’s
behaviour: situational and dispositional.
3.2 Causes for Attributions
Heider [66], who first argued that attributions are fundamental to social relations, suggests that as
a general rule, we make internal attributions to explain other people’s mistakes, such as “the event
was due to something particular about the person”, while we tend to make external attributions to
explain our own errors, such as “the unfortunate event occurred due to some uncontrollable factor
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in the environment”. For example, if our favourite NHL team loses a game, we, as supporters of
the team, tend to attribute the loss to the team, “the team didn’t play a very good game”, while
if they win, we are more likely to say “we won(!)”. In practice, we tend to go through a two-step
process of attribution [66]. We start by making an automatic internal attribution, followed by a
slower consideration of external factors, to see whether an external attribution is more sensible.
That is, we revisit and modify our mental maps in accordance with our data. However, with the
time constraints and distractions we deal with constantly, we often do not get to that second step of
assessing whether an external attribution is more appropriate. This problem is known as automatic
believing [67, 68] in the social psychology literature. Automatic believing explains why internal
attribution is more likely than external attribution in general.
Since Heider’s [66] original definition of internal and external attributions, theories have been
developed that try to explain how people form situational or dispositional attributions. The terms
situational and dispositional are essentially a refinement of Heider’s original terminology. A cause
that explains actions in terms of a social setting or environment is defined as situational. For
example, if we observe a person purchasing a vanilla ice cream cone at the ice cream parlour, when
flavour availability on the given day is limited to vanilla, we will attribute the cause to the situation.
We will likely not conclude that the individual prefers vanilla, or really wanted vanilla ice cream.
On the other hand, dispositional causes are based on characteristics of the person in question. For
example, if we witness an individual at the ice cream parlour selecting vanilla from 24 ice cream
flavours, we are more likely to conclude that the person prefers this particular kind, or wanted that
flavour for some personal reason. Dispositional causes are also referred to as personal causes.
Keeping in mind that a true disposition is an internal factor about a person and a situational
cause is an attribution to the environment, therefore external, we turn to attribution theories that
aim to explain how people form situational and dispositional attributions. The theories build on
the principles of discounting and covariation (see Section 3.1). We present here the three theories
that have proved most influential [38].
3.3 Theories of Attribution
In this section, we discuss three theories of attribution aimed at explaining the choice people
make between situational and dispositional attributions. The first is Jones and Davis’s model of
correspondent inferences [39], which concerns a single social interaction. The second is Kelley’s
covariation model [40], which consists of a relationship over time, and finally the third is Weiner’s
model of achievement attributions [41], which deals with situations involving success or failure.
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3.3.1 Theory of Correspondent Inferences
Jones and Davis [39] extend Heider’s theory; they introduce cues that are used to infer the cause
of an action. They claim we use information about the behaviour of a person as well as effects
of the particular behaviour to make a correspondence inference, in which the behaviour is either
attributed to a disposition (personality trait) or a situation, and is based on a sole observation.
The theory of correspondent inferences studies how three main categories of “logical” cues, namely
free will, non-common effects, and non-conforming are used to infer the cause of an action. Two
“non-logical” cues are also used, namely hedonic relevance and personalism. Based on the cues,
if the act corresponds to a true characteristic of the actor, we say a correspondent inference was
made. The cues help us decide if a correspondent inference is to be made, or if the behaviour should
simply be attributed to situational factors.
Logical Cues
Free Will: When looking for an explanation of someone’s behaviour, we focus upon freely chosen
actions and mostly ignore ones that are clearly coerced. For example, when a salesperson acts in a
seemingly exagerated friendly manner, we are not likely to make a correspondent inference, since
it is quite plausible that the actor’s behaviour is coerced by simply following a manager’s orders.
However, if a perfect stranger with no intentions to sell us anything acts very kindly towards us, we
are more likely to believe that the act was freely chosen, and that the stranger is truly a genuinely
kind person.
Non-Common Effects: When attempting to make a decision about the possibility that some-
one’s behaviour corresponds to an underlying disposition, we also make use of the non-common
effects principle. A non-common effect is a behaviour that can easily be attributed to a person, due
to its large deviation from the norm. Internal attributions are more easily asserted when fewer rare
or non-common effects between the choices of the person under investigation are present. For ex-
ample, consider a person choosing between two jobs that are very different in many ways, including
salary. If the lower salary job is chosen, we cannot conclude that the person is not money-driven,
since many other aspects of the different jobs may have led to the decision, or many common ef-
fects are present. When alternatives have many aspects in common, there are fewer things that
differentiate them to help us make inferences about the person. When the behaviour is not what
we would have forecast, we assume that it is due to their internal preferences or character traits.
Thus, if more non-common effects are present, we infer underlying disposition. For example, if a
person is making a decision between two jobs that differ only by location and salary, it is natural
for us to attribute the person’s final decision to their individual preferences. If the lower salary job
is chosen, it is easy to infer that the person is likely not money-driven [69]. In this example, very
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few aspects differ between the two options, therefore the candidate’s choice can easily be attributed
to his/her personal preferences.
Non-Conforming: Also known as social desirability, another consideration when attempting to
decide if there is a correspondence is non-conformism. We are more likely to conclude that there
is correspondence if the effects of the behaviour are socially undesirable. Politeness illustrates this
idea clearly. If someone is noticeably rude in a social situation, we are likely to conclude that this
person is simply an unpleasant person. On the other hand, if someone demonstrates conventional
politeness, we will not feel as though the event in question has taught us anything new about the
individual. In other words, we have no new evidence to add to our knowledge base. Once again, we
deal with uncertainty due to incomplete information. We don’t know enough about the person’s
behaviour in different situations to confirm whether his/her politeness is genuine.
Non-Logical Cues
The non-logical cues are biases that arise from our own personal reactions to an event. If the act
had a direct impact on ourselves as an individual, we tend to make more confident correspondent
inference, which is defined as hedonic relevance. Also, if we feel the actor intended to benefit or harm
us, we will, once again, be more confident in a correspondent inference. This second non-logical
cue is defined as personalism.
In summary, to make correspondent inferences, information is required about five factors:
whether the behaviour under investigation is voluntary and freely chosen (free will), what is un-
expected about the particular behaviour (non-common effects), whether the behaviour is socially
desirable (non-conforming), whether the behaviour impacts the person making the inference (he-
donic relevance), and finally, whether the behaviour is of personal interest to the person doing the
inferring (personalism).
Classic Experiment in Correspondent Inferences
A series of controlled experiments has proved consistent with the model of correspondent infer-
ences [70, 71]. In one experiment [71], participants listened to an interview with a job applicant.
Half the participants were led to believe that the applicant was interviewing for a job as a member
of a submarine crew, while the other half were led to think the interviewee was applying for an
astronaut job.
The submarine crewmember job was described as one requiring a friendly, outgoing, and cooper-
ative personality, while the astronaut job required a more reserved, inner-directed, quiet individual.
The other essential element for the attribution activity was that half the participants were exposed
to an interview with an outer-directed, friendly applicant, while the other half heard an interview
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with a more reserved, inner-directed person.
The interesting finding in this experiment is its consistency with the theory of correspondence
attribution. When participants were prompted to make judgments of what the applicant’s per-
sonality was really like, those hearing role-consistent behaviour rated the person near the neutral
point on the relevant personality dimensions, which indicates much uncertainty. On the other
hand, when the behaviour of the applicant did not match the type of personality consistent with
the job description, participants attributed the behaviour to the applicant’s personality. So the
inner-directed person applying for the submariner job was confidently rated as quiet, while the
outer-directed astronaut applicant was confidently rated as friendly and extroverted. In such cases,
the participants didn’t have any alternative explanations for the behaviour of the applicants. Since
the behaviour was not a reflection of job requirements, correspondent inferences were confidently
made.
Although several experiments have supported the model of correspondent inferences, there are
several limitations to the theory. First, there is a possibility that the observers making the infer-
ences (us, on a daily basis) decide on the commonality of effects by making comparisons between
the person’s actual behaviour and non-chosen actions rather than intentional ones. Nisbett and
Ross [72] have studied this problem and they have concluded that people actually rarely consider
that non-chosen actions are in fact “non-chosen”. The second limitation ties in with the first. We
sometimes make correspondent inferences even when we judge the actor’s actions to be uninten-
tional [73]. Finally, the process involved in drawing inferences about other people’s behaviour is
far more complex than correspondence inference theory suggests.
3.3.2 Theory of Covariation Model
Kelley proposes that people are intuitive scientists. He argues that people make causal attributions
based on the information that is available to them at the time of decision. The type of causal
inference Kelley suggests relates to the principle of covariation and has roots in the work of the
philosopher Mill’s “joint methods of agreement and difference” [74]. This method is inductive and
proposed as being rational (normative). Note that once again, we are in a situation of incomplete
information. When relevant information is available to us from different sources, we can detect
the covariation of observed behaviour and the possible causes for the behaviour in question. Thus,
Kelley’s model [40, 75] addressed what information is used by the perceiver to arrive at a causal
attribution. It is a logical model for judging whether a particular action should be attributed to
some characteristic of the person making the attribution (internal) or rather to the environment
(external).
Based on his model, called Kelley’s cube, Kelley proposes that when making causal attributions,
the perceiver is faced with one of two types of information, namely covariation information or
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configuration information, both described below.
Covariation Information The perceiver possesses information from multiple observations, at
different times and from different situations, and can perceive the covariation of an observed effect
and its causes. For example, if a particular individual is consistently unpleasant to you, it is possible
that the individual is simply an unpleasant person, or it could be that you are not a likeable person.
If you hold information about this person’s attitude towards others, and you are aware of how others
treat you, you are then in a position to make a decision based on covariation.
Configuration Information The perceiver is faced with a single observation and must take
account of the configuration, or the current available information. For example, if you see someone
running over a dog with their car, you will use information about the configuration or arrangement
of factors to form an opinion of the driver in question. If the roads were slippery or if the visibility
was reduced, this increases the likelihood that you will make a situational attribution of the driver’s
behaviour. On the other hand, if driving conditions were optimal, you are much more likely to make
a dispositional attribution of the driver’s behaviour. You may conclude that he is either a poor
driver or perhaps an inconsiderate being, or even a very distracted person.
Kelley’s principle states that an effect is attributed to a condition that is present when the effect
is present and absent when the effect is absent. The mathematical basis of his theory is based on
the statistical technique ANOVA. We examine the changes in a predictive variable (the effect) by
varying explanatory variables (the conditions).
Kelley proposes three dimensions as independent variables in his model: Person (P), Stim-
uli (S), and Time/Modalities (T). Those dimensions are expressed in his Person × Stimuli ×
Time/Modalities cube. Kelley has also introduced to his model three information variables, namely
consensus, distinctiveness, and consistency, to measure covariation along the three different dimen-
sions. According to the model, which has later been revised by Kelley and Michela [76], the cause
of a given P’s response to a certain S on a particular occasion T is inferred based on the individual’s
perception of the degree of:
• consensus between P’s response to S and other people’s response to S (on occasion T);
• distinctiveness of P’s response to S from P’s responses to other stimuli (on occasion T);
• consistency of P’s response to S on occasion T with P’s response to S on other occasions.
In the first case, we search for particularities about a specific person, in the second case, we search
for a particular stimulus, and in the third case, we attempt isolate a particular occasion.
Table 3.1 illustrates this principle. For instance, on the dimension of consensus, we are analyzing
responses to a particular constant stimulus over a number of people, while keeping the time constant.
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Table 3.1: Interactions between the dimensions and information variables in Kel-
ley’s Covariational Principle
person (P) stimuli (S) time (T)
Consensus Variable Comparison Constant Invariable
Distinctiveness Comparison Constant Variable Invariable
Consistency Comparison Constant Invariable Variable
The comparison constant is an instance of the factor for which we verify every instance of the
variable. The invariable factor is simply kept constant to avoid noise in the interactions, but is
not of interest to the result. The table helps to mentally conceptualize the analysis of the three
dimensions over the three information variables.
We note here that the information variables of consensus and consistency are inversely propor-
tional to covariation. A high level of consensus indicates a low covariation between the particular
person and the effect under investigation. On the other hand, distinctiveness is directly proportional
to covariation. A high level of distinctiveness indicates a high covariation.
From his proposed model, Kelley made three specific attributional predictions for configurations
of the three information variables (consensus, distinctiveness, consistency). Of the three configura-
tions, the first should lead to person attribution, the second to stimulus attribution, and finally the
third to circumstance/time/occasion attribution.
Low consensus, low distinctiveness, and high consistency (LLH) should lead to a person attri-
bution, high consensus, high distinctiveness, and high consistency (HHH) should lead to a stimulus
attribution, and finally low consensus, high distinctiveness, and low consistency (LHL) should lead
to a circumstance attribution. In terms of covariation, which is what we are truly interested in, the
LLH configuration for example, indicates high covariation along the person dimension of the cube
and low covariation along the two others. In the case of HHH, we have high covariation along the
stimulus dimension and low covariation along the two others. Similar reasoning can be used for the
remaining dimension.
Recall from statistics that ANOVA is a general technique that can be used to test the hypothesis
that the means among two or more groups are equal, under the assumption that the sampled
populations are normally distributed. An example of the analysis of variance model of covariation
from McArthur’s [77] work is presented in Figure 3.1. In this example, the goal is to attribute
the statement “John laughs at comedian” to either the person (John himself), the stimulus (the
comedian), or the circumstances (a comedian is on stage). We have mentioned that an LLH
configuration, namely low consensus, low distinctiveness, and high consistency, should lead to a
person attribution. In Figure 3.1, a low consensus between people implies that few people are
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laughing. A low distinctiveness between entities implies that there is nothing particular about
the stimulus (the comedian) that distinguishes him/her from all other stimuli (other comedians).
Finally, high consistency implies that John laughs at all comedians, and not only the particular
one on stage in this instance. With these three values, we can safely attribute the laughter to a
particularity about John, i.e. John finds comedians funny.
“John laughs at comedian” 
The person The circumstances The entity 
Over persons 
Consensus 
Over circumstances 
Consistency 
Over entities 
Distinctiveness 
High Low 
 
High Low High Low 
T P S 
Figure 3.1: McArthur’s Comedian example of Kelley’s Covariational Principle
3.3.3 Theory of Achievement Attributions
People’s social experiences are often evaluated in terms of successes and failures. Those evaluations
can be defined in very concrete ways: being on the school honour roll, passing the talent show
audition, winning a hockey game, getting a new job, etc. However, we also experience success
and failure in more subtle ways: being respected by our peers, having our presence requested at
social events, etc. Many having experienced divorce must deal with feelings of failure [78]. Also in
dealing with loneliness, attributions regarding success and failure are crucial [79]. Weiner’s theory
of achievement attributions uses the covariation and discounting principles (see Section 3.1) in
assessing situations involving success and failure.
Weiner’s [41, 80] theory suggests that achievement attributions are constructed in two steps.
First, we must decide if the success or failure was caused internally (something about the actor) or
externally (something about the situation) (see Section 3.2). Second, we need to decide whether
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Table 3.2: Attributions about achievement: A final grade in an undergraduate
class
Stable Unstable
Internal External Internal External
Controllable typical professor unusual unusual
effort dislikes effort disruption
student by other
student
Not controllable lack of task mood luck
ability difficulty
the cause was stable or unstable in nature, where a stable cause is one that is consistent over time.
An example of a stable cause could be, for instance, consistent effort by the actor throughout the
duration of a controlled period, such as a university semester.
In the later version of Weiner’s theory [80], a third dimension was added: whether the actor had
the power to control the occurrence of the event. For example, the mood of your instructor when
he/she is marking your term paper is something you cannot likely control. In total, the theory
allows for eight different explanations for success or failure. An example, taken from Weiner [81],
is presented in Table 3.2.
The problem then becomes one of predicting the attributional choice. We need a way to decide
what caused the particular success or failure. Freize and Weiner [82] conducted an experiment in
an attempt to find such an explanation. The participants were given information about a situation
in which a person had experienced either success or failure at a task. The following information
was provided to the participants:
• whether the person had succeeded or failed at a similar task in the past (consistency data -
time);
• whether most people had succeeded or failed at a similar task in the past (consensus data -
person);
• whether the person had succeeded or failed at their next attempt at the same task (distinc-
tiveness data - stimuli).
Given the above information, participants were asked to explain why they believed the actor
had succeeded or failed at the task. The majority of participants attributed the outcomes to:
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• internal causes when performance was consistent with past performances by the same actor
and different from outcomes of other actors (low consensus);
• external causes when consistency for the actor was high and consensus was high as well.
3.4 Tendencies in Making Attributions
Attribution theory is based on the assumption that humans are rational thinkers, and therefore
always use available information in a rational way to make decisions. Based on that belief, the
human subject is a “naive scientist”, since we believe in the systematic search for relevant infor-
mation, followed by a rational logical explanation of behaviour. Although the theory seems to do
fairly well in practice, research shows that we often make attributions that are not based on rational
conclusions, thus the “naive scientist” is fallible. These irrational attributions create biases in the
attribution process, which can have a significant impact on our conclusions. We discuss some biases
in attribution here.
3.4.1 Correspondence Bias
Recall the discussion of Correspondent Inferences in Section 3.3.1 according to which we infer
that people’s actions refer to their true disposition (internal factors). According to the theory,
people make the inference between other people’s actions and their true disposition based on logical
evidence, a rational reason. However, even when logic and evidence suggest otherwise, people
appear to have biases that lead them to conclude that the person who performed the act was
predisposed to do so. We ignore the role of the environment in the person’s decision to engage
in the behaviour. This is referred to as Correspondence Bias. For example, in an argument, if a
person speaks hurtful words to another, the victim is more likely to attribute the instigator’s rude,
inconsiderate behaviour to their personality rather than to something they may have said to hurt
them first.
Fundamental Attribution Error
In the literature, this tendency to exaggerate or overestimate the importance of dispositional factors,
and to undermine the importance of other people and other angles of a situation has been referred
to as the Fundamental Attribution Error [42]. Even when people are instructed to argue a certain
position, and when this fact is known to the observers, observers still tend to attribute the behaviour
to the actor’s true disposition [70]. As an illustration, consider a lawyer in a courtroom. Even
though observers are aware that the lawyer’s job is to defend his client regardless of his personal
opinions, he will still be perceived by the public as sharing the guilt.
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Actor/Observer Bias
Another aspect of the correspondence bias is that people are more likely to attribute other people’s
actions to character traits (disposition), and their own actions to the specific situations they face.
This is referred to as the actor/observer bias. Note that this bias doesn’t contradict the correspon-
dence bias; actors and observers tend to attribute behaviour to dispositions, only more so for other
people’s behaviour [83].
A well-known experiment [84] illustrates this idea. A group of male students were asked to write
about why they had chosen the university major they did, as well as why they chose to be with
the girlfriend they were with. The students were also asked to repeat the same activity, except the
second time, making attributions about their friends’ choices of University majors and girlfriends.
When making attributions about themselves, the students mainly attributed their own decisions
to external reasons, e.g., “I decided to major in psychology because it is interesting”. However,
when making attributions about their friends, they associated the decisions to dispositional factors,
e.g., “He’s going out with her because he’s insecure”.
Reasons for Actor/Observer Differences in Attribution
According to Heider [66], people make different attributions for themselves and for others mainly
because they have different perspectives on the same event. The “actor’s behaviour captures the
attention of observers by engulfing their field of perception” [66], whereas actors are generally
unable to observe themselves, and they are more aware of the situation they are in than they are
of themselves. Interestingly, however, when a situation is videotaped and showed to the actor, the
actor tends to make attributions based more on disposition than without the video replay [85].
Another reason explaining the actor/observer differences is in the access to information. Ac-
tors and observers have access to different information and actors know how they acted in a given
situation. In general terms, actors have access to consistency and distinctiveness information (see
Section 3.3.2) and are better able to judge how different situations influence their behaviour. With-
out this additional information, observers can only make correspondent inferences (i.e. friendly
people do friendly things - see Section 3.3.1).
3.4.2 Self-Serving Bias
A second bias in rational attribution is one that helps us protect our ego and self-esteem, namely
self-serving bias. Human adults tend to attribute their successes to internal factors and detach
themselves from their failures by attributing them to external factors. A straightforward example
is one of students receiving grades as a measure of performance assessment. Students receiving
high grades are likely to attribute the success to internal factors such as ability or effort, while
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students receiving poor marks tend to attribute the perceived failure to external factors such as
task difficulty or bad luck [43].
We are more likely to take credit for our success and deny responsibility for our failure when we
have explicitly chosen to engage in the particular situation for which we are making attributions,
and are highly involved with. This also applies to activities where the results of our performance
is public rather than private [86].
3.4.3 Defensive Attributions
A third category of biases deals with our need to feel secure. An experiment by Walster [44]
supports this bias referred to as defensive attribution. In Walster’s experiment, a driver (Lennie)
parks his car at the top of a hill, the hand break comes loose, the car rolls down the hill, and
causes damage. When asked to indicate to what extent they attributed responsibility to Lennie,
participants held Lennie responsible for the incident when the damage was severe or when someone
was hurt. There is no logic in such conclusions since Lennie’s negligence (to get his brake checked)
was no different when the gravity of repercussions varied. Similar findings have been reported in
other experiments as well [87].
The interesting finding in the above-described experiment is that the severity of consequences
seemed to affect the attribution of responsibility. It has been suggested [44] that we act defensively
to disassociate ourselves from the possibility of a threatening event. We often blame the victims
of violent crimes or accidents, since blaming the incident on bad luck or “God’s Will” enforces the
idea that such a situation could possibly happen to us. Shaver [88] highlights two types of scenarios
that lead us to adapt this defensive behaviour:
• the situation we are assessing is similar to our own;
• the victim is similar enough to ourselves that we could imagine ourselves in their position.
3.4.4 Illusion of Control
Although much of what happens to us in life is beyond our control, our response to this intimidating
thought is to cling to an illusion of control, which can be defined as an exaggerated belief in our
own capacity to determine what happens to us in life [45]. For example, people often like to select
their own lottery ticket at the store due to the false illusion that maybe they know how to select the
winning ticket. Wortman [89] conducted an experiment in which he provided each participant with
a can containing two different coloured marbles, each marble representing a different prize. Some
participants were informed about which one of the two marbles was associated with the desirable
prize, while other participants were not. Also, participants either got to select their own marble
(without looking) or were simply given one. In either case, the participants had no control over the
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marble they were getting, but those who got to select their own marble (although without seeing
which one they were selecting), attributed more responsibility to themselves.
Throughout this chapter, we have discussed how people make attributions, and what causes
people to make certain attributions. Causes of attribution are very important as we rely heavily on
them to predict future attributions. Furthermore, to predict future attributions or to justify current
attributions, theories of attribution are available [39, 40, 41], as we discussed in earlier sections of
this chapter. Although those theories can help in predicting attributions, many deviations from the
theories’ predictions exist. As we discussed in this chapter, these are called biases in attribution,
and they arise when a particular behaviour can not be explained by existing theories.
In this thesis, we show how causes of attribution can be determined from contextual consider-
ation on probability distributions. We present those results in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. The next
chapter focusses on the preliminaries to the third theme of the thesis, namely an existing model for
causal attribution by human adults.
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Chapter 4
Cheng’s Probabilistic Contrast Model
In this chapter, we discuss Cheng and Novick’s probabilistic contrast model dealing with causal
attribution of human adults. More precisely, Cheng and Novick aim to understand what information
humans actually use when making attributions. In their model, they address the importance of the
role of context in determining attribution, although their model is unable to discover context from
a data distribution. They use a notion of focal sets to distinguish between contexts, where focal sets
are predetermined by a human expert. We describe focal sets in further detail later in this chapter.
In Chapter 5, we propose a method for identifying focal sets from probability distributions. This
focal set discovery technique may be very useful, as contexts are often unknown before attributions
are made.
For the moment, we discuss the different aspects of causal attribution that need to be taken into
account in building Cheng and Novick’s probabilistic contrast model. Then, we present their initial
purely covariational contrast model, followed by a discussion of focal sets. Finally, for completion,
we discuss Cheng’s improved contrast model, Power PC.
4.1 High Level Attributional Considerations
This section addresses Cheng and Novick’s preliminary question about attribution: is the process of
attribution inherently biased? [19]. To answer this question, they claim it is essential to establish a
clear distinction between process and data. This is the first topic we address in this section. Then we
discuss the biases Cheng and Novick considered in building their model. The biases described are
simply a specialized set of the more general categories of biases discussed previously in Chapter 3.
Finally, we close this section with a discussion of Cheng and Novick’s initial response to bias.
4.1.1 Process versus Data
When asked if the process of causal attribution is inherently biased, Cheng and Novick argue that
to answer this question, it is essential to make the distinction between the data on which the causal
inference process operates and the process of inference computation itself, to address the issue that
people’s causal inferences are rational (normative).
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The two cognitive psychologists also claimed that previous research on covariation-based causal
inference had either failed to make this distinction between process and data or had not accurately
identified what information people use to make causal assessments [19]. Consequently, it becomes
almost impossible to establish whether “observed biases occur in the inference process per se or in
the data on which the inference process operates” [19].
Cheng and Novick compare observed bias to the highly influential work of Henle [90] on logic.
“Just as false conclusions in deductive reasoning can be reached by the use of valid deductive rules
when the premises on which the rules operate are false [90], so observed bias in inductive reasoning
may be due to the nature of the input (i.e., the set of information on which inference is computed
and the pattern of that information) rather than to biases in the process of inference computation
itself.” [19].
4.1.2 Deviations from Normative Covariational Statements in Causal
Attribution
In the 1980s, research on causal attribution found deviations from the predictions of the covaria-
tional models [91, 51, 92, 72]. Three types of deviations noted were:
• bias against using consensus information;
• bias toward attributing effects to a person;
• tendency to make multiple other attributions unpredicted by the model, conjunctive ones in
particular.
Once again, note that the three biases above are consistent with the ones presented in Chapter 3.
Their format is slightly different to allow experimentation with Kelley’s cube (see Section 3.3.2).
The three biases we discuss below are explained from the point of view of Cheng and Novick [19]
and refer to issues with the solely covariational model of Kelley’s Analysis of Variance [37] as well
as the one of Jaspars, Hewstone and Fincham’s Inductive Logic Model [92]. Cheng and Novick
initially thought the three problems (biases in attribution) we describe below would be alleviated
by their purely covariational probabilistic contrast model.
Bias Against Using Consensus Information
Researchers in causal attribution agree that there is an underuse of consensus information [47,
91]. McArthur [77] conducted an experiment where he varied two levels (high, low) of consensus,
distinctiveness, and consistency information. He found that consistency information accounted
for 41% of the variance in circumstance attribution and distinctiveness accounted for 12% of the
variance in stimulus attribution. However, consensus information only accounted for 6% of the
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variance in person attribution. Recall from Table 3.1 in Section 3.3.2 that the variable dimension
for the person dimension is consensus, the one for stimuli is distinctiveness, and finally, the variable
dimension for the Time/Modalities dimension is consistency. Similar underuse was observed in
predicting total variance in causal attribution. Consistency accounted for 20% of the variance,
distinctiveness accounted for 10%, and finally, consensus information accounted for a mere 3% of
the variance. On the other hand, to blur the situation, it has been noted that this consensus bias
doesn’t occur under all conditions [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100].
Bias Toward Attributing Effects to a Person
The bias toward attributing effects to a person has also received a lot of support [77, 49, 96].
For instance, in a study conducted by Jaspars et al. [92], they noticed that 82% of the subjects
in McArthur’s [77] study attributed an effect to the person when the presence of the person was
necessary and sufficient to produce the effect. However, only 62% of subjects made a stimulus
attribution when the presence of the stimulus was necessary and sufficient to produce the effect.
Finally, in the case of circumstance, only 33% made the circumstance attribution, when its presence
was necessary and sufficient to produce the effect. Also, like consensus bias, person bias doesn’t
occur in all situations.
The bias toward person attribution is consistent with Ross’s [42] “fundamental attribution
error” (see Section 3.4.1). Briefly described, the fundamental attribution error refers to the human
tendency to attribute behaviour to enduring dispositions, such as attitudes or personality traits. We
underestimate influence of situational factors on others’ behaviour, and we overestimate influence
of dispositional factors on others’ behaviour.
Tendency to Make Multiple Other Unpredicted Attributions
The third problem deals with a tendency for the subject to make other unpredicted attributions,
conjunctive ones in particular. When the subject must make a causal attribution that deals with
more than one dimension of Kelley’s cube, the predictions made by covariational methods are not
reliable. Such deviations are summarized in [19].
4.1.3 Cheng and Novick’s Initial Response to Bias: Incomplete Infor-
mation
In social psychology, more specifically in attribution theory, when we talk about “incomplete infor-
mation,” we refer to configurational information, which we discussed previously in Section 3.3.2.
There have been many suggestions as to why biases occur in attribution and why they appear
so capriciously under some conditions but not others [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 92]. Cheng and Novick [19]
suggested that the infiltration of bias was due to incomplete information.
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Recall from Section 4.1.1 the distinction between process and data. In testing covariation-
based models, most experiments have assumed that the input they were getting from subjects were
consensus data, distinctiveness data, as well as consistency data. However, one problem that was
overlooked, which has since been noted by several researchers [19, 101, 92, 96], is that information
on the three variables of consensus, distinctiveness, and consistency were assumed to cover all
information required to make causal attributions. In reality however, the information variables
only contain a subset of the information required for accurate attribution.
Consider the following illustration. The variable of consensus represents the degree of agreement
between the person under investigation, and other people in their responses to a particular stimulus
on a particular occasion (see Table 3.1). Unfortunately, that has often been wrongly interpreted
to mean the amount of response agreement between the person under investigation and other
people with respect to all stimuli on all occasions. Therefore, when considering the eight regions of
information in Kelley’s [40] cube as in Figure 4.1, keeping in mind that Region 0 is the target event
to be explained, consensus information covers only Region 1. With similar reasoning, we allocate
distinctiveness to Region 2 and consistency to Region 3. In Figure 4.1, there are L persons,
represented by the vertical axis, M stimuli, represented by the horizontal axis, and finally, there
are N occasions, each represented by an individual cube.
Figure 4.1: The eight information regions in Kelley’s cube. Shaded regions indi-
cate configurational information
Given the above reasoning, when conducting experiments with configurational information (see
Section 3.3.2), it is not possible to know what assumptions subjects are making spontaneously about
the occurrence of an effect in the nonconfigurational parts of the cube (Regions 4-7) in Figure 4.1.
From the above analysis of the attended regions on Kelley’s cube, Cheng and Novick [19] suggest
that since the attribution of causality is a function of the data on which the rules of inference
operate, as well as a function of the inference rules themselves, the presumed biases found in earlier
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experiments may be a reflection of the assumptions made by the subjects in the unattended regions
of the cube (other contexts), rather than of the inference process. Subjects have no choice but to
make assumptions regarding the pattern of information for the unspecified cells in the cube.
In the cognitive literature, it has been found that often, people use other information than the
data they are provided when analyzing a situation [52, 53, 54].
4.2 Description of the Probabilistic Model of Causal Attri-
bution
In this section, we describe Cheng and Novick’s initial purely covariational contrast model. We
discuss how contrasts are computed, we make a distinction between a main-effect contrast, and an
interaction contrast, and we distinguish between facilatory causes and inhibitory causes. Finally,
we discuss Cheng and Novick’s focal sets for deciding what factors should be taken into account in
different situations where attribution takes place. This component of the model is vital as erroneous
conclusions are almost inevitable if the wrong factors are assumed to be used by the person making
the attribution. In their model, Cheng and Novick decide on the factors chosen to form a focal set
before any attribution is made. They use their human expertise to determine relevant focal sets.
We revisit focal sets in Chapter 5 and propose a method to discover focal sets from probability
distributions.
4.2.1 A Contrast Model
Cheng and Novick [19] describe their model as being a probabilistic analogy of statistical contrasts.
The word contrast is used in this context to signify the contrasts between a value on a particular
dimension of the cube (Figure 4.1) and other values on that same dimension. It also refers to
contrasts involving specific combinations of values as opposed to other combinations of values. The
interpretations we can infer from these contrasts are particularities about a specific person, or
particularities about the person in conjunction with a particular stimulus. Those observations are
the results of specific contrasts rather than overall main-effects or interactions in an instance of an
ANOVA.
Due to Cheng and Novick’s shared belief that human adults do not mentally perform a process
analogous to complex quantitative computations underlying statistical contrasts, their model does
not require such complex mental computations. With the probabilistic contrast model, the subjects
are simply required to be capable of making estimations and comparisons of proportions. Research
shows that naive subjects perform adequately at this type of task [102, 103, 104].
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4.2.2 Computations of Contrasts
To compute contrasts in a causal scenario, we must assume we are dealing with attended dimensions
that are present in the event we are trying to explain. We need to make an assumption regarding
the information we suspect is available to the subject making the attribution (human must de-
cide appropriate context). Cheng and Novick present two types of contrast, namely a main-effect
contrast and an interaction contrast.
4.2.3 Main-Effect Contrast
A cause C of an effect E is defined to be a factor for which the probability of the observed effect,
p(e|i), when factor i is present is significantly greater than p(e|¬i), the probability of the effect
when factor i is absent. The proportions computed for a main-effect contrast are approximations of
the probabilistic conditional independencies of the effect given the presence or absence of event i.
In other words, a factor is considered to be a cause if its presence statistically significantly increases
the likelihood of the effects, where the presence of the effect is assumed. The main-effect contrast
can be expressed as follows:
∆pi = p(e|i)− p(e|¬i). (4.1)
We illustrate the idea of main-effect contrast with Kelley’s cube, as depicted in Figure 4.2, where
we assume we are searching for Person attribution. If the proportion of cells in which the target
effect occurs for Person 1 (top of cube in Figure 4.2) is larger than the corresponding proportion
for other persons (remainder of cube in Figure 4.2), then we attribute to Person 1 a target effect
involving Person 1. In other words, we attribute the effect to Person 1, since the effect occurs
consistently in the presence of Person 1, but not other Persons.
So far, we have limited the discussion to causes that consist of a single factor. For example,
consider a situation where the effect for which we seek the cause in “the door slams shut” with the
constantly present factor of “window is open”. In this situation, we consider “wind factor” to be
the variable factor suspected to be the cause. In the absence of wind, the door does not slam shut,
whereas in the presence of wind, the door slams shut. We can safely conclude that the presence of
wind is in fact causing for the door to slam shut.
Not all effects are the product of a single cause. For example, consider an allergy. If a person
is allergic to a particular substance, he/she will react to the exposure to the substance but not to
the exposure to the substances to which the person is not allergic. However other people who are
not allergic to the particular substance will not react to it. The person’s allergy to a substance is
then attributable to the conjunction of the particular person and the specific substance.
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Figure 4.2: Relevant information for specifying a main-effect contrast and an
interaction contrast according to Cheng and Novick’s Probabilistic Contrast Model
4.2.4 Interaction Contrast
Whereas a main effect contrast requires a difference to be noticeably large between the proportion of
cases in which the effect is observed in the presence of the presumably causal factor and the absence
of that factor, an interaction contrast requires a notably large difference between such differences for
levels of an orthogonal factor. For example, we may have the interaction between the simultaneous
presence of positively charged clouds and negatively charged clouds as the cause of thunder. It
consists of a difference of differences, or a second order difference. A two-way interaction contrast
involving potential causal factors i and j is defined as:
∆p(i, j) = (p(i, j)− p(¬i, j))− (p(i,¬j)− p(¬i¬j)), (4.2)
where p denotes the proportion of cases in which the effect i occurs when a potential contributing
factor j is either present or absent.
As an example, consider again the cube in Figure 4.2. Let Person i be a particular value
along the person dimension and Stimulus j be a particular value along the stimulus dimension. In
Figure 4.2, we illustrate this situation for i = 1 and j = 1. Now, suppose we want to determine if the
interaction between Person i and Stimulus j can be considered a potential cause for a particular
event involving Person i, Stimulus j, and Occasion k. To make such a conclusion regarding a
two-way interaction with the probabilistic contrast model, four proportions need to be considered.
For events in which Person i is present:
• let p(i, j) be the proportion of occasions on which the effect occurs when Stimulus j is also
present;
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• let p(i,¬j) be the associated proportion in the absence of Stimulus j.
For events in which Person i is absent:
• let p(¬i, j) be the proportion of occasions on which the effect occurs when Stimulus j is also
present;
• let p(¬i,¬j) be the associated proportion in the absence of Stimulus j.
If the difference between p(i, j) and p(i,¬j) is significantly greater than the difference between
p(¬i, j) and p(¬i,¬j), or symmetrically if the difference between p(i, j) and p(¬i, j) is significantly
greater than the difference between p(i,¬j) and p(¬i,¬j), then we conclude that the conjunction
of Person i and Stimulus j is a cause of the target effect.
Note that, in general, interaction contrasts involving n factors are defined as nth order differ-
ences, where n is any positive integer. That idea is true in theory, however, Cheng and Novick [19]
do mention the computation will presumably be intractable but they have not studied n-way in-
teractions in any depth.
4.2.5 Facilitatory (Generative) versus Inhibitory (Preventive) Causes
Cheng and Novick’s initial probabilistic contrast model has two types of causes: generative, and
preventive. A generative cause is a factor that increases the likelihood of the effect under investiga-
tion. In an analogous fashion, we can define a preventive cause as a factor whose presence decreases
the likelihood of occurrence of the effect for which we seek a cause. For example, the presence of
bug spray on someone’s body reduces the likelihood that the person wearing the bug spray will
get bit by mosquitoes. Therefore, when “mosquito bites” is the effect, the “presence of bug spray”
is a preventive (inhibitory) cause. Hilton and Slugoski [51] and Kelley [75] also discuss generative
versus preventive cause.
An interesting aspect of noting whether a cause is generative or preventive is the preservation
of directionality. In the standard ANOVA model, all differences are squared and therefore all
information about directionality is lost. In the probabilistic contrast model, main-effect contrasts
see a positive difference for generative causes and a negative difference for preventive causes. For
interactions, the difference of differences is positive for generative combinations of factors and
negative for preventive combinations.
4.2.6 Note on Alternative Causes
In the probabilistic contrast model, multiple alternative causes are allowed and are distinguished
from conjunctive causes (interactions). Recall that conjunctive causes involve multiple necessary
factors for the difference in presence versus absence of factors to be significant enough to be deemed
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causal. Any factor whose presence increases the probability of occurrence of the effect is a possible
cause of the effect in question. If many factors alter the probability, then each one of those is
considered to be a cause of the effect, and none is necessary. That is, the effect will occur if any
(not necessarily all) of the multiple alternative causes are present. The multiple alternative causes
can be a combination of main-effect contrasts and/or conjunctive causes (interactions).
4.2.7 Focal Sets and Computation of Contrasts
In order to compute contrasts between compatible events only, Cheng and Novick introduced to their
model the idea of focal sets: contextually selected sets of events over which covariation is computed.
To arrive at the idea of a focal set, a distinction must be made between a novel candidate cause,
an enabling condition, and a causally irrelevant factor in the context of the probabilistic contrast
model.
Generally speaking, the novel candidate cause of an effect is an event that occurs, and because
of that occurrence, the effect of the event happens as well. If the event we call the cause had not
taken place, the effect would not have subsequently occurred. In the philosophy literature, the idea
of enabling conditions and how they differ from actual causes has been studied extensively [105, 106,
107, 108, 109, 110, 74, 111]. An enabling condition is a factor that enables the cause to occur. For
example, if investigators are asked to report the cause for a plane crash, they will likely attribute
the crash to factors such as pilot error, wind shear, or malfunctioning of a critical component, rather
than say, the gravitational pull of the earth, although without the gravitational pull of the earth, the
crash would likely not have occurred. However, when a crash does not occur, the gravitational pull
of the earth is still present. Finally, a causally irrelevant factor changes nothing in the occurrence of
the effect. If we consider again the plane crash example, we can say that the colour of the airplane
seats, or the number of TV screens in the airplane are causally irrelevant factors with respect to
the crash.
Given the distinction between causes, enabling conditions, and causally irrelevant factors, we
can address the necessity for a more rigid definition of context, when making causal attribution.
The same way we would not blame the gravitational pull of the earth for a plane crash, we would
not attribute the presence of oxygen to the onset of a forest fire. However, we cannot state that
the variable “oxygen” is causally irrelevant the same way that the presence of rocks in the forest is
causally irrelevant with respect to starting a forest fire. Ideally, we want to disregard any causally
irrelevant factors and abstract our model to only relevant factors. However, if we remove the
variable “oxygen” from the model “causing fire”, the model is correct as long as the context is
limited to “forest fire”. However, if we change the context to “laboratory”, where precautions are
taken to exclude oxygen during parts of an experiment, the presence of oxygen may in fact cause a
fire. The idea of focal sets resolves this ambiguity. In order for an event or factor to be considered
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causally irrelevant of a particular effect, it must be unable to produce the effect in question in
every context or domain, which are referred to as focal sets. However, in the case where an event
is a cause in a particular context, or focal set, but not in others, we call that event an enabling
condition in all other focal sets in which the event is not a cause. For example, for the effect “fire”,
“oxygen” is a potential cause in the context “laboratory”, thus it is an enabling condition in the
context “forest”. On the other hand, “presence of rocks” is causally irrelevant.
4.3 Power PC
After studying the problem of incompleteness of information responsible for bias in causal induction,
Cheng and Novick arrived at the popular conclusion that in general, covariation does not always
imply causation.
Novick wrote about the evolution of their approach to the problem of causal induction:
Since our 1992 paper, Patricia Cheng and I have radically revised our view of causal
induction. Although our previous model, which is purely covariational, explains a wide
range of findings regarding causal inference, it cannot explain why even untutored rea-
soners do not equate covariation with causation. An opposing approach – the power or
mechanism approach – has attempted to address reasoners’ intuitive understanding of
this fundamental inequality, but it has been unable to specify the process that trans-
forms information from the available noncausal input to a causal judgment. Cheng [21]
formulated a revised version of our probabilistic contrast model – the power PC theory
– that demonstrates that an integration of the covariation and power approaches can
overcome the problems confronting each approach.
Work in psychology on the issue of causal induction has been dominated by the approach of
covariation, which we discussed in Section 3.3.2, and also the power approach, which we discuss
further in this section. Traditionally, the two approaches have been regarded as opposing views,
or competitors for true explanation of causality. However, after working with their probabilistic
contrast model, Cheng and Novick came to the conclusion that neither covariation alone nor causal
power alone can explain the inferences humans make about causal relations. In the remainder of
this section, we describe the clues that lead to believe in the necessity for a collaboration between
the two, and we briefly describe Cheng’s [21] improved probabilistic contrast model, which she
refers to as Power PC. Power PC uses both accounts of causality, namely covariation and causal
power. In the next section, we give an overview of the roots in philosophy of both views, as well as
the problems encountered when considered in isolation.
4.3.1 Roots of Covariation and Causal Power Studied in Isolation
When speculating about causality, its existence, and its true nature, philosophy studies the question:
“How does a reasoner come to know that one thing causes another?” The work that has been done
in the study of behaviour on this question of causal induction has been dominated by two views that
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traditionally have been seen as competing for the real truth. The first view, namely covariation,
traces its roots to the philosopher David Hume [55], while the second view, namely causal power,
stems from the philosophy of Kant [56]. We discuss the general beliefs entailed by both approaches.
Roots of Covariation - Hume
Hume’s covariational approach of human causation is motivated by the belief that the ultimate
source of all information available to the human being lies in the sensory inputs, which is believed
to contain no explicit causal relations. From that assumption, all acquired causal relations have
to somehow be computed from sensory input. From our sensory input, we can infer information
such as the presence versus absence of candidate causes and of effects. We also can assess temporal
and spatial information about events. The belief in having access solely to these “observable” facts
about the world to use as input to our causal inferences leaves covariation as the only logical choice
for any attempts at making inferences from which to assess causation. We simply decide on the
strength of the causal relationship based on the degree of covariation between the potential cause
and the target effect.
Problems with Covariation Approach Used in Isolation
Covariation models of causality share a common problem: covariation does not always imply cau-
sation. Although event B may always follow event A under all circumstances, it is impossible to
make an absolute conclusion that A causes B. For example, sunrise may occur everyday after a
rooster on a farm crows, but sunrise doesn’t happen any other time during the day when the rooster
doesn’t crow, yet it would be incorrect to state the conclusion that the rooster’s crowing causes the
sun to rise. The question left unanswered here is: What takes one from covariation to causation?
Roots of Causal Power - Kant
The causal power approach, which traces its roots to Kant [56], suggests that there exists an amount
of a priori knowledge that “serves as a framework for interpreting input to the causal induction
process” [21]. Kant proposed that humans have some innate knowledge about the existence of
causality. We automatically believe that all events are caused: “All alterations take place in
conformity with the law of the connection of causes and effect” [56] (p. 218). This suggests that
humans speculate on a strong assertion that there is something abstract between the cause and
the effect, besides the simple temporal factor, that associates the cause and the effect, and without
which the effect would not be produced. This abstract concept of “something more” has been
referred to in the literature as generative source, causal mechanism, causal propensity, and causal
power [112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118].
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Cheng [21] uses the term causal power to cover all the above variants and defines it as: “the
intuitive notion that one thing causes another by virtue of the power or energy that it exerts over
the other.” For example, when the sun warms one’s back, one may explain the rise in temperature
of their back by virtue of the sun emitting energy, which in turn travels to reach the skin.
In summary, the causal power view suggests that effects do not simply follow their causes,
instead, effects are generated by their causes. The observable statistical characteristics of covari-
ational (but not causal) sequences are very similar to the ones of actual causal sequences, except
they are “missing the critical connection provided by the understanding of a causal power” [21].
The sunrise following crowing is an example of this type of sequence.
Problems with Causal Approach Used in Isolation
The main problem with causal power alone is that it is not computational. That is, it does not
define an explicit mapping between the ultimate input and the output in the process of causal
induction. Also, the approach suffers from a problem of circularity. Specific causal powers are,
by definition causal. Finally, it leaves us with the question: Unless knowledge of these powers is
innate, how do reasoners come to know them?
4.3.2 Combination of Covariation and Causal Power
Cheng argues that both views, covariation and causal power, contain an element of truth in explain-
ing human causal inference. She claims that covariation is a component of the process of causal
induction, and reasoners do have an a priori framework for interpreting input to that process. Based
on this belief, Cheng extends the original purely covariational probabilistic contrast model [19] to
her improved Power PC model, in which she assumes that the issue of causal inference can be di-
vided into two parts: how an acquired causal relation is first induced, and how prior domain-specific
causal knowledge (whether innate or learned) influences subsequent causal knowledge. Many ex-
periments support this belief that causal induction and the influence of domain-specific prior causal
knowledge are separable processes [119, 19, 120].
Cheng’s Power PC theory is motivated not only by the problems discussed above, but also by
phenomena of natural causal induction that are inexplicable by any known psychological approach.
Those phenomena address situations in which we cannot assume non-causality based on given
evidence, although we cannot conclude the existence of a causal relation either [21].
4.3.3 Power PC Model
Cheng’s Power PC model assumes that “there are such things in the world as causes that have the
power to produce an effect and causes that have the power to prevent an effect and that only such
things influence the occurrence of an effect (c.f. [114, 56])” [21]. Although Cheng’s Power PC is
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intended as a purely psychological account of human causation, its computational flavour seems to
adapt to the realm of AI techniques for Decision Making in Uncertainty. Cheng’s Power PC model
has later been explained by Clark Glymour [121], who claims that Cheng’s models of his models
of causation “turn out to be Bayes nets under a particular parameterization, which means that we
can use what is known about search and estimation for Bayes nets to extend Cheng’s theoretical
results”.
Keeping in mind that Cheng’s Power PC model considers not only the covariational view of
causality, but also the causal power view, which implies we are working with unobservable factors,
and therefore not directly computable, the goal is to use the information we do have to isolate the
value that represents the power of a certain cause C to produce a target effect E.
Cheng’s Power PC model considers only causal factors with binary values: the factor can
either be present or absent. In addition, only factors that are present can play a causal role in the
relationship. A second categorization deals with the type of causal relationship. The model supports
two types of causal relationships, namely a generative causal factor (increases the probability of the
effect) and a preventive causal factor (decreases the probability of the effect). A third categorization
distinguishes between simple and interactive (or compound) causal powers.
If two or more simple causal powers are present and have the power to produce the same type of
effect, they will produce an instance of that effect independently of each other. One simple causal
power of producing an effect doesn’t change the probability of another simple causal power to
produce the same type of effect. For example, if factors A and B both have simple, non-interactive,
generative causal powers to produce an effect E, then when A and B are present, A may cause E,
B may cause E, or they may both independently cause E. The probability that A, if A is present,
causes E is independent of the probability that B, if present, causes E. Note that the above is not
the probability of E given A and E given B, p(E|A), p(E|B).
The interactive causal power of A and B to produce E can be the result of A acting alone,
B acting alone, A and B acting separately, or finally, A and B acting conjointly to produce (or
prevent in the case of preventive causes) the effect E. Finally, the Power PC model operates on the
joint frequency of candidate causes of effect E. Given the joint frequency data as well as the target
effect E, taking into account that unobserved causes of E may also be acting, the model looks to
answer the following question: Given the above described data, how do people judge the efficacy
or causal power of any particular cause?
According to Cheng’s Power PC, there is no direct link between a cause and an effect without
the presence of a causal power between the cause and the effect. Humans do not infer that some
event causes another event to occur unless they have some knowledge or intuition of a specific
generative source (causal power) linking the cause to the effect. People have an intuitive notion
that one thing causes another by virtue of the power or energy that it exerts over the other. It is
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this additional component of the human causal inference process that leads to the question: How
are causal relations constructed from input available to one’s information-processing system and
distinguished from noncausal ones, including noncausal covariations?
Cheng’s results about causal powers are interpreted from the point of view of a reasoner who
looks to infer the magnitude of the unobservable causal power from observable events based on
his/her theoretical explanation. Given that, the power of a candidate cause X to produce an effect
E is the theoretical entity that can only be estimated. We denote the causal power of X to produce
E as qxe. This parameter, qxe represents the proposition that X causes E given that X occurs. It
may take on two possible values, 1, and 0. The parameter qxe is an indicator function, and takes on
value 1 in the situation where, if the causal factor occurs, it acts to bring about E, while 0 represents
that the causal factor, even if it occurs, does not bring about E. It is important to understand the
distinction between the conditional probability of E given X and the power of X to cause E. The
former can be described as the probability of E occurring in the presence of X , p(E|X), which can
be estimated directly from observable events, while the latter it is the probability with which X
produces E when X is present.
4.3.4 Mathematical Derivation of Causal Power
In this section, we give an overview of the mathematical formulation of the problem, which allows
for the unobservable causal power to be computed indirectly using observed data.
Obtaining Power for Generative Causes
In Cheng’s Power PC model, the only way to obtain the causal power for a candidate cause is
indirectly, through other observable data. In order to compute the causal power of a generative
candidate cause, Cheng makes some assumptions about the available information. In this section,
we present the derivation of generative and preventive causes of Cheng’s model [21] as formalized
by Glymour [121]. First, suppose that people know and believe that all unobserved causes of a
target effect E are generative, and that at least one generative candidate cause of E is observed.
Also, we assume for simplicity of the demonstration, without loss of generality, that there is one
observed generative causal factor C and one unobserved causal factor U . The target effect E occurs
if and only if C occurs and C can generate the effect E, or U occurs and U can generate the target
effect E. We also let the parameter qce represent the proposition that C causes E given that C
occurs, and similarly for que.
The parameters q can take on two different values or states: 1 if the causal factor’s occurrence
acts to bring about the target effect E and 0 if even the presence of the causal factor doesn’t act to
bring about the target effect E. Finally, C, U , and E are all binary variables as well. They take on
value 1 if they occur and 0 otherwise. With that terminology in mind, a target effect E is assigned
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a value 1 if and only if qceC = 1 or queU = 1, since the effect only occurs if it has the power to do
so (qce or que) and the corresponding event occurs (C or U). Therefore, the probability of an effect
E is as follows:
p(E = 1) = p(qceC = 1 ∨ queU = 1) (4.3)
For brevity, we express values of 1 as the variable alone, and values of 0 as the variable preceded
by the negation ¬, so that the expression in Equation 4.3 becomes Equation 4.4.
p(E) = p(qceC ∨ queU) (4.4)
For any propositions A and B, the probability of A or B is p(A) + p(B)− p(AB), hence:
p(E) = p(qceC) + p(queU)− p(qcequeCU) (4.5)
Assuming independence between qce, que, C, and U , Equation 4.5 can be rewritten as:
p(E) = p(qce) · p(C) + p(que) · p(U)− p(qce) · p(que) · p(CU). (4.6)
From Equation 4.6, the probability of target effect E given that candidate cause C occurs and
U does not occur, p(E|C,¬U), can be reduced to:
p(E|C¬U) = p(qce), (4.7)
which justifies describing p(qce) as the causal power of C to produce E. However, this still doesn’t
answer the initial question; it doesn’t explain how we can know, or even estimate the causal power
of C to produce E. We still need a way to estimate the probability value of p(qce), the causal power
of candidate cause C to generate the target effect E. Keeping in mind the assumption that C and
U are independent, we can separate Equation 4.6 into Equations 4.8 and 4.9 as follows:
p(E|C) = p(qce) + p(que) · p(U)− p(qce) · p(que) · p(U), (4.8)
p(E|¬C) = p(que) · p(U). (4.9)
Computing the difference, or the probabilistic contrast between Equation 4.8 and 4.9,
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∆PCE = p(E|C)− p(E|¬C),we have (4.10)
∆PCE = p(qce) + p(que) · p(U)− p(qce) · p(que) · p(U)− [p(que) · p(U)]
= p(qce) + p(que) · p(U) · [1− p(qce)− 1]
= p(qce)− p(que) · p(U) · p(qce)
= p(qce) · [1− p(que) · p(U)]. (4.11)
Hence, from Equation 4.11, we obtain:
p(qce) =
∆PCE
1− p(que) · p(U)
. (4.12)
By substitution from Equation 4.9, we obtain:
p(qce) =
∆PCE
1− p(E|¬C)
(4.13)
From Equation 4.13, we can conclude that the causal power of candidate cause C to generate
the target effect E can be estimated indirectly from ∆PCE along with the conditional probability
of E given ¬C. This result is computed entirely from observations of C and E, and some simple
assumptions about the nature of the alternate causal factor U . In other words, although powers, or
unobservables are not directly observable on their own, their values can be inferred from the power
PC model. Similar assumptions yield the same results no matter the number of unobserved causes,
as long as they are all generative and independent of C. Also, a similar derivation is possible if we
have more observed causal factors, (i.e. D) independent of C, and we condition on the absence of
causal factor D.
Cheng [21] refers to this derivation as the transformation of metaphysics into testable mathe-
matics, and states that three additional predictions can be made when the context is appropriate:
• There should be pairs of cases where people judge the causal powers to be different but the
∆P s to be identical;
• When an effect always occurs in the absence of the particular causal factor, people should
question the power of the factor to produce the effect rather than to decide the factor has no
influence. In other words, we should conclude that the data is inconclusive rather than that
the model is bad;
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• When the effect never occurs when the particular causal factor is absent, people should judge
how efficient the factor is in predicting the effect by the ∆P , as in the purely covariational
probabilistic contrast model.
Obtaining Power for Preventive Causes
Obtaining power for preventive causes can be done in a similar manner as the one used for computing
power for generative causes. We suppose all unobserved causes U of target effect E are generative,
and there is one observed candidate preventing cause F of E. The effect E will occur if U occurs,
and U acts to bring about E, and F does not prevent E from occurring, E = queU · (1 − qfeF ).
We have:
p(E) = p(queU) · (1− qfeF ), (4.14)
and we wish to obtain the value of p(qfe), the power of candidate preventive cause F to prevent
the occurrence of target effect E, or the probability with which F will prevent E from occurring.
By separating 4.14 into conditionals, we obtain:
p(E|¬F ) = p(queU) (4.15)
p(E|F ) = p(queU) · p(¬qfe)
= p(E|¬F ) · (1− p(qfe))
= p(E|¬F ) − [p(E|¬F ) · p(qfe)]. (4.16)
The value of ∆PFE = p(E|F )− p(E|¬F ) can then be expressed as:
∆PFE = − [p(E|¬F ) · p(qfe)], (4.17)
which yields the causal power of F to prevent the occurrence of E:
p(qfe) =
−∆PFE
p(E|¬F )
. (4.18)
From Equation 4.18, once again, the preventive causal power can be estimated directly, as it
was for generative candidate causes. From the equation, we can predict that in an appropriate
context, if an effect never occurs when the potential preventive cause is present, people cannot
make conclusions about the preventive causal power, because it is undefined (division by zero).
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Cheng conducted an experiment confirming that prediction. If one wants to test a new antibiotic
and therefore applies it to a culture but not to a control culture, and if all cells in both cultures
dies, it is not logical to conclude that the antibiotic has no effect. Rather, one should conclude that
the experiment is not good because there is most likely some other factor independently killing the
cultures.
Generative Interactive Causes
In the previous two sections, we noticed that although causal powers themselves are not directly
observable in nature, which is the main disadvantage of this view of causality, Cheng’s Power PC
model can deduce the causal power from data about observable potential causes (generative and
preventive) and target effects. Cheng’s Power PC model is also capable to compute, in a similar
way, the causal power of generative interactions. When two factors A and B generatively interact,
the explicit mathematical model is:
E = queU ⊕ qaeA⊕ qbeB ⊕ qabAB, (4.19)
where ⊕ represents boolean addition and qab represents the proposition that if both A and B
occur, they interact to cause E. The new problem we face here is that we must somehow isolate
the value of the causal power of the interaction, that is p(qab) in addition to the causal power of
the individual causes to produce the effect on their own, as before. If we condition on the absence
of B the interaction term vanishes and the equation is reduced to E = queU ⊕ qaeA, and similarly
for conditioning on the absence of A. Therefore, the simple causal powers of A and B to produce
E can be estimated as before, without interaction. We can also condition on the absence of both
A and B to obtain E = queU , which allows us to compute the probability that E is produced
by unobserved causes, p(queU). From the combination of the information here and the techniques
presented in the previous two subsections, it is possible to solve for p(qab) from the probability of
E when A and B are both present. The derivations are presented in [21] and [121].
In this chapter, we discussed Cheng and Novick’s covariational probabilistic contrast model and
its implications. We then discussed the justification for a model that accounts for causal power in
addition to covariation. Based on that justification, we described Cheng’s Power PC model.
One important prerequisite for either version of the model is contextual consideration with focal
sets. Without a consideration of context, novel candidate causes, enabling conditions, and causally
irrelvevant factors, may be erroneously identified. In Cheng and Novick’s models, such focal sets
are identified by a human expert before contrasts are computed.
In Chapter 5, Section 5.4 of this thesis, we propose a method to identify focal sets from probabil-
ity distributions by means of CIs, CSIs, and model decomposition. We extract causally irrelveant
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factors from distributions with the notion of CI. Then, we distinguish between novel candidate
causes and enabling conditions with CSI.
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Chapter 5
Context as a Tool for the Refinement of Causal
Models
Since CSI can be discovered inside distributions, it can provide more accurate inference since the
contextual information would be ignored otherwise. Also, because CSI discovery produces a lossless
decomposition of a CPD, then intuition supports that there must be a particular semantic meaning
to the relationships where CSIs hold as opposed to where they don’t. Our investigation deals with
the type of useful relationships that can be uncovered and used to increase our knowledge and
understanding of a particular situation under study. The hypothesis motivating this idea is that if
a different set of independencies holds within the same distribution, but for different subsets, the
subsets in question must be important in some logical way, and may have to be treated differently.
The research results presented in this chapter demonstrate how such consideration of context can,
in a variety of situations, provide a new way to separate an initial seemingly correct but possibly
erroneous causal model into two or more new models that take into account independencies too
specific for the initial model. This decomposition of the causal model allows for a more accurate
representation of the situation being modeled.
We demonstrate how the notions of context unify existing ideas about human reasoning in both
the cognitive science and AI literature. We also show how the algorithmic aspects suggest that
context may be what helps human reasoners be efficient in the realm of vast knowledge bases.
We provide a treatment of context in the setting of BNs, that gives a useful account of AI and
attribution problems by using context to refine cognitive causal models. Finally, we provide a
method for the identification of Cheng’s focal sets from probabilistic distributions, without the
assistance of a human expert.
Our main investigation tool is the first extension to CI, namely CSI (see Chapter 2). We take
a closer look at its useful semantics, and the many problems it can help solve. Situations to apply
CSI have been overlooked in the AI literature, as the goal has predominently been to accelerate
the process of inference and to obtain more compact representations. The discovery of a CSI has a
deep semantic meaning, which is highlighted in the present research.
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5.1 Importance of Data Preprocessing to Build a Mental
Map
When manipulating information, Artificial Intelligence is mainly preoccupied with the algorithmic
process that turns the input into output. Of importance are mathematical soundness, accuracy,
speed, compactness, memory requirements, etc. When modeling behaviours for which a correct
algorithm is not yet known, if the tentative algorithm for predicting behaviour produces seemingly
erroneous results, the attempt to rectify the problem is likely to be correcting the algorithm. How-
ever, a careful consideration of the input provided to the algorithm could change that assumption.
Perhaps the algorithm is functioning adequately, whereas the input data may not be as expected.
It is clear that if the algorithm is not provided the correct data as input, it is impossible to
obtain correct output. Thus, on the input data side of the question, the errors that lead to incorrect
output are measurement errors. There are two scenarios where data is unmeasured and therefore
incomplete. One scenario is when the relevant information is simply not in the model. We term
this scenario unmeasured-out. Alternately, it could be hidden inside a variable, typically by means
of an independence that holds in a particular context. We call this second scenario unmeasured-in.
We show how, in certain situations, this problem can be alleviated. For the remainder of this
chapter, we address the problem of unmeasured-in, where independencies hide in the data and
make potentially erroneous models appear to be correct.
5.2 Problem Solving and Seemingly Paradoxical Scenarios
In this section, we show how a formal consideration of context can help correct erroneous as-
sumptions used in problem solving. When relevant independencies hide inside variables, erroneous
inference is almost inevitable. In the extreme case, that type of error may lead to seemingly para-
doxical scenarios. To emphasize this problem and show how CSI may help solve it, we discuss a
well-known paradox, namely Simpson’s Paradox, and describe how it can be resolved by means of
CSI [36].
5.2.1 Simpson’s Paradox
Simpson [122] makes a point about a particularity of a subset of combinations of fractions that makes
intuitively implausible relationships seem mathematically correct. Simpson’s paradox occurs when
arithmetic inequalities are reversed when individual proportions are aggregated. The result is called
Simpson’s reversal of inequalities. A generalization of the type of expression that results in such
reversal is illustrated in Table 5.1. Note the use of the dashline in Table 5.1. Simpson’s reversal
of inequalities is not a rule; it does not yield the statements mutually inconsistent. Rather, it is
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Table 5.1: Simpson’s Reversal of Inequalities
 
(i) a1 / b1 < a2 / b2 
(ii) c1 / d1 < c2 / d2 
(iii) (a1 + c1)/(b1 + d1)    >    (a2 + c2)/(b2 + d2) 
 
an instance that, when true, creates an instance of Simpson’s paradox. More formally, based on
Table 5.1, an instance of Simpson’s paradox occurs when ∃ a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2 ∈ Z s.t. (i) ∧
(ii) ∧ (iii).
Cohen and Nagel [123] introduce a classic example of Simpson’s paradox. They gathered data
about death rates from tuberculosis in Richmond, Virginia and New York, New York and found
the following propositions held true:
For African Americans, the death rate was lower in Richmond than in New York. For
Caucasians, the death rate was also lower in Richmond than in New York. However, for
the total combined population of both African Americans and Caucasians, the death
rate was higher in Richmond than in New York.
Scrutiny of the data reveals that Caucasians are naturally less likely to get tuberculosis, whether
they live in Richmond or in New York. At the time of the survey, there were more Caucasians than
African Americans living in New York, therefore a higher proportion of the New York population
was less at risk. The reverse held true for Richmond, which caused the seemingly paradoxical
scenario. The answer to this perplexing scenario is simply that since there were more Caucasians
than African Americans living in New York at the time of the survey, and Caucasians are less likely
to get tuberculosis, their dominance in New York skews the data significantly. Only with contextual
consideration of ethnic origins separately can we derive the more acurate and realistic scenario.
In the next subsection, we present a causal scenario where context is not considered, to show
how faulty conclusions and counterintuitive associations can be obtained frommathematically sound
equations. We then show how Simpson’s paradox can be understood in terms of independencies
hidden in specific contexts in the data.
5.2.2 A Seemingly Correct Causal Model
The causal model in Figure 5.1 describes a possible causal relationship between the variables
(M)elanoma , (S)unscreen, and Skin-(T)ype. According to the DAG, wearing sunscreen has a
direct causal influence on the incidence of melanoma, and skin-type has a direct causal influence
on wearing sunscreen, and on the incidence of melanoma. The corresponding JPD factorization for
variables M, S, and T is the following:
p(M, S, T ) = p(M |S, T ) · p(S|T ) · p(T ). (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Causal model describing the causal relationship between use of sun-
screen, skin-type, and incidence of melanoma.
Although the causal model in Figure 5.1 seems reasonable and intuitive, a recent study showed
that sunscreen users might be at risk of melanoma [124]. Although the available data seems to
yield that result, it remains counterintuitive. We show how such possibly erroneous conclusions
could faultily penetrate into the system. Although the notion of causation is frequently associated
with concepts of necessity and functional dependence, “causal expressions often tolerate exceptions,
primarily due to missing variables and coarse descriptions” [61].
Note that in this section, we show a contrived example to emphasize the extreme case where
the hidden independencies actually result in an instance of Simpsons paradox and makes it appear
as though wearing sunscreen actually causes melanoma. However, even if we didn’t take it to the
extreme, we would remain in a situation where it may simply look as though sunscreen has no
effect on the disease melanoma, which is not as strong as making such a faulty conclusion as saying
sunscreen causes melanoma, but nonetheless still incorrect, as evidence point to many benefits of
wearing sunscreen. With contextual consideration we can we obtain a more realistic scenario.
Assume a situation where the department of health is considering a promotion of the use of sun-
screen as a measure to prevent being exposed to the disease melanoma. The promotion encourages
both dark-skinned people and light-skinned people to wear sunscreen. However, statistics gathered
from a typical sample of the population, shows some puzzling and questionable results.
For the remainder of this example, we assume the domains of variables (M)elanoma, Skin-
(T)ype, and use of (S)unscreen to be binary. The variables may take on the following sets of values
respectively: {(y)es, (n)o}, {(l)ight, (d)ark}, and {(y)es, (n)o}. The numbers here are contrived to
illustrate the example.
In the sample set, 50 people with dark skin wore sunscreen and only 10 got melanoma. On
the other hand, out of 80 dark-skinned people not wearing sunscreen, 20 got melanoma. Of all
dark-skinned people in the sample set, 20% of those who wore sunscreen got melanoma, while 25%
of those who didn’t wear sunscreen were victims of the disease.
In the light-skinned portion of the sample set, out of 80 who wore sunscreen, 60 got melanoma,
while 40 out of 50 people who didn’t wear sunscreen got sick. In total, 75% of light-skinned people
who wore sunscreen got melanoma, while 80% of those who didn’t protect their skin were affected.
Yet, altogether 130 people wore sunscreen and 130 people didn’t wear sunscreen. Of the 130
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Table 5.2: Simpson’s reversal of inequalities in the Sunscreen, Skin-Type, and
Melanoma problem, where proportions are a function of the occurence ofMelanoma.
Sunscreen No Sunscreen
Dark Skin 10/50 (20%) < 20/80 (25%)
Light Skin 60/80 (75%) < 40/50 (80%)
All Subjects 70/130 (≈ 53.8%) > 60/130 ( ≈ 46.2%)
people who did in fact wear sunscreen, 70 got melanoma and of the 130 people who didn’t wear
sunscreen, 60 people got the disease. The percentage of people who did wear sunscreen and still got
melanoma is greater than the percentage of people who didn’t wear sunscreen and got melanoma.
Table 5.2 shows Simpson’s reversal of inequalities (see Table 5.1) in the above example.
This problem is perplexing. How can it be that both dark skin and light skin favor the use of
sunscreen and yet overall, not wearing sunscreen is better than wearing sunscreen? The sample
sizes are equal for both groups, sunscreen (130) and no sunscreen (130), and also for light skin
(130) and dark skin (130). In addition, the problem doesn’t arise due to small sample size, as
the problem remains for any multiple of the numbers. In fact, as we increase the sample size, we
only solidify confidence in the reversal of inequalities. For a factor of 1 million for example, we
can add or remove a fair number from each of the millions without altering Simpson’s reversal of
inequalities.
The answer to this bewildering example is simply that it is less likely for the dark-skinned person
to get melanoma, independent of their use of sunscreen. In the example, of the people wearing no
sunscreen and getting melanoma, more have dark skin than light skin, and the reverse is true for
those who wear sunscreen. Of those with dark skin, only 30 out of 130 got melanoma, whereas 100
out of 130 light-skinned people got melanoma, where there were more people wearing sunscreen.
More formally, in the context where the skin-type is dark, wearing sunscreen and getting
melanoma are independent. We can formalize Simpson’s paradox using context-specific indepen-
dence (CSI) [3].
5.2.3 Correcting the Model
As discussed in Chapter 2, there are situations where CI cannot capture independencies that hold
only in certain contexts. Although those independencies are not visible when all contexts of the
variables are considered, the presence of independencies that are only true in certain contexts will
affect the causal model, and perhaps yield causal links that either do not exist in reality, or are
much stronger than what the model shows, if context was considered. Also, consideration of CSI
may improve causal inference even in cases where the relationships do not result in paradoxical
statements.
Based on the indirect specification of the JPD (see Section 2.3), the JPD p(T, S, M) can be
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Table 5.3: CPD for p(M |T, S), the probability of Melanoma given Skin-Type and
Sunscreen.
T S M p(M |T, S)
L Y Y N1
L Y N N2
L N Y N3
L N N N4
D Y Y N5
D Y N N6
D N Y N5
D N N N6
Table 5.4: CSI decomposition of CPD p(M |T, S) in Figure 5.3.
T S M p(M |T = l, S)
T S M p(M |T, S) L Y Y N1
L Y Y N1 L Y N N2
L Y N N2 ↗ L N Y N3
L N Y N3 L N N N4
L N N N4
D Y Y N5 T S M p(M |T = d, S) T M p(M |T = d)
D Y N N6 ↘ D Y Y N5 → D Y N5
D N Y N5 D Y N N6 D N N6
D N N N6 D N Y N5
D N N N6
(i) (ii) (iii)
expressed as the product of the CPD’s in the model depicted in Figure 5.1.
p(T, S, M) = p(T ) · p(S|T ) · p(M |S, T ). (5.2)
From the indirect specification of the causal model in Figure 5.1, in Equation 5.1, it is fair to state
that the multiplication of CPDs p(T ), p(S|T ), and p(M |S, T ) define the complete causal model in
terms of the available information.
The CPD p(M |S, T ) can be decomposed as follows. Since variable T is binary, we can separate
the CPD p(M |S, T ) into two contexts (l and d), without making any reductions. We obtain one
partial CPD for context T=l, and one partial CPD for T=d, as in Equation 5.3. This separation is
also illustrated in Figure 5.4 (ii).
p(M |S, T ) = p(M |S, T = l) p(M |S, T = d) (5.3)
This decomposition is useful if a CSI doesn’t hold in one partial function or the other. Since
variable S is independent of M in context T = d, a reduction is possible in the partial CPD where
T = d. In context T = d, p(M |S, T = d) = p(M |T = d). The decomposition of the CPD is
presented in Equation 5.4 and illustrated in Figure 5.4 (iii).
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p(M |S, T ) = p(M |S, T = l) p(M |S, T = d)
= p(M |S, T = l) p(M |T = d) (5.4)
By substitution, we obtain the following final decomposition of the available causal model.
p(T, S, M) = p(T ) · p(S|T ) · p(M |S, T = l) p(M |T = d)
Note that S is no longer included in the CPD for M when T = d. Using CSI, we established
that given Skin-Type = dark, variables Melanoma and Sunscreen are conditionally independent.
The associated CPD is shown in Table 5.3, and the CSI decomposition for that CPD is presented
in Table 5.4.
To eliminate the problem, we can detect CSI in the input data and therefore build a set of
representative causal models for relevant subsets of the data. The CPD-Tree algorithm [7], allows
for decomposition of the CPDs based on CSI, where the detection is entirely performed from data.
The detection method is straightforward. Initially, we express the CPD as a tree, as in Figure 5.2
(left), which is taken from the CPD p(M |S, T ). To build the initial tree, the leaf nodes are the ones
with the most incoming arrows in the corresponding causal model, and the root node, the least.
The detection algorithm is described in Section 2.3.
Figure 5.2: CPD-Trees for CSI detection from data.
Figure 5.2 (right) shows the tree after CSI detection. The resulting figure, where Skin-Type
= dark, does not mention sunscreen. Given variable Skin-Type = dark, variables Melanoma and
Sunscreen are conditionally independent. From the now known independencies, the resulting CPDs
for p(M |S, T ) are the two CPDs in Table 5.4, and therefore the resulting causal models for the
contexts Skin-Type = light and Skin-Type = dark respectively are shown in Figure 5.3.
In summary, the detection of CSI results into two causal models, each expressing different inde-
pendencies based on contexts of the variables, therefore capturing the problems with the paradoxical
data and repairing it with the detection method.
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Figure 5.3: Resulting causal models after CSI detection with CPD-Trees.
5.3 Correspondent Inferences in Attribution Theory
In this section, we show how a consideration of contexual independencies can help discover hid-
den dispositions and situational factors (see Section 3.2) in causal relations [46]. Once again, we
emphasize here that without consideration of CSI, the model we present would seem intuitively
correct, and false conclusions would be drawn from it.
In the determination of causal attribution, we are interested in not only the true cause of be-
haviour, but also in how we, as human adults, assign a cause to another person’s behaviour, whether
the inferred cause is true or not. When seeking to understand another individual’s behaviour, peo-
ple generally use two types of information, namely situational factors, and dispositional causes (see
Section 3.2). Situational factors explain actions in terms of a social setting or environment, while
dispositions are causes based on characteristics of the person whose behaviour we seek to under-
stand. When attributing a cause to a person, it is very important that the inference comes from
dispositional factors, and not situational ones. However, the distinction between the two is often
blurred in data. For example, a job applicant who fails to attend a recruitment meeting may be
perceived as anti-social or uninterested (disposition), when in reality, the individual may live out of
province, and will only relocate if hired (situation). A more thorough examination of the context
of the situation painted by the available information may reveal hidden clues about the nature of
the factors being considered (situational or dispositional). Discovery of such clues (context-specific
independencies) may yield more accurate causal models to describe the situation at hand.
In this section, we address how consideration of context can help uncover hidden factors about
individuals and how the discovered independencies will change and improve our believed causal
model, by isolating situational factors and true dispositions, to distinguish between the causal
repercussions in both cases. We show that if the contextually hidden information is considered, it
can help us learn whether the attribution was based on a person’s true disposition or on situational
factors. In addition, we may discover that two different causal models should be used for the same
scenario based on the type of attribution that was made (dispositional or situational). We discuss
a method for correcting such erroneous models by finding the hidden contextual variables. For the
remainder of the section, the terms factor and variable will be used interchangeably.
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5.3.1 Correspondent Inferences in Attribution
As discussed in Chapter 3, situational factors explain actions in terms of a social setting or environ-
ment, while dispositions are causes based on characteristics of the person in question. Jones and
Davis’ Correspondent Inference theory [39] suggests that we use information about the behaviour of
a person as well as effects of the particular behaviour to make a correspondent inference, in which
the behaviour is either attributed to a disposition or a situation, and is based on a sole observation.
This theory is interesting for hidden variable discoveries, as we have a single observation about each
individual, and discover independencies between variables when we look at a group of individuals
performing a similar task.
5.3.2 Causal Model where Dispositional and Situational Factors May
Lead to Erroneous Conclusions
Company ABC is interested in better understanding what type of applicant is likely to be a suc-
cessful employee within the company. ABC is a large corporation and receives applications from
across the country. The CEO likes to interview as many qualified applicants as possible. However,
although a large percentage of applicants meet all the requirements, to reduce recruitment cost
the CEO would like to interview only a subset of the qualified applicants. The CEO would like
to learn more about the current employees of his company to understand what type of applicant
would likely be successful in interview.
The causal model in Figure 5.4 describes the causal relationship between five variables di-
rectly related to the potential success in interview of a typical applicant, including the success
variable itself. For simplicity, we assume each variable is binary. The five variables are the follow-
ing: (A)pplicant’s experience with dealing with the public, {0 = no experience, 1 = experience},
(W)eekend outings organized by company regularly to promote dynamics within personnel, {0 =
uninterested, 1 = interested}, (P)reparation for interview, {0 = little preparation, 1 = extensive
preparation}, (R)esearch about company done by applicant prior to interview, {0 = no, 1 = yes},
and finally (S)uccess in job interview, {0 = no, 1 = yes}.
 
A 
W P 
S 
R 
Figure 5.4: Causal model for job interview.
According to the DAG, there is a direct causal relationship between the applicant’s experience
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with the public (A) and their interest in making their involvement in the company a part of their
social life (W ). There is also a direct causal influence from A to P , the time and effort spent on job
interview preparation. Finally, the last causal relationship involving A is clear, namely that there is
a relationship between A and a successful job interview (S). Researching the company prior to the
job interview (R) is causally related to preparation for the interview (P ), which in turn is directly
causally related to S, a successful interview. Finally, an interest in socializing outside work hours
(W ) is directly related to a successful job interview (S). The JPD factorization for variables A, R,
P, W, and S contains the following CPDs:
p(A, R, P, W, S) = p(A) · p(R) · p(P |A, R) · p(W |A) · p(S|A, W, P ). (5.5)
Although the causal model in Figure 5.4 seems reasonable and intuitive, we will see later that
discovery of hidden independencies paints a different picture that can lead to bad hiring decisions
if left unattended.
5.3.3 Discovery of Hidden Independencies
Since BNs operate on the general notion of CIs between variables, it is difficult to consider hidden
independencies in the data or even to be aware of their presence. In his attempts to understand
applicants and their potential fit within the company, while not interviewing all qualified applicants,
the CEO of ABC gathers factors about the applicants that he feels are relevant indicators of
success. For every hiring session, he organizes an informal social recruiting session specifically
for the applicants, and although not mandatory, he expects most candidates to attend. Since
this session is an indicator of motivation and interest, the CEO compiles the applications of the
applicants who did not attend the session in past hiring rounds, to look for indicators of a lower
applicant success rate, which is exactly what one would expect. Based on the arrows in the causal
model in Figure 5.4, the variables having a direct relationship with successful interview S are A,
P , and W . The associated CPD for p(S|A, W, P ) is presented in Table 5.5.
Based on the information in the distribution, we see that some applicants who did not attend the
session were very successful in interview while others were not. For example, when candidates had
previous experience with the public, they were more likely to be hired. Also, when they prepared
extensively for the interview, they were more likely to be hired as well, although they did not attend
the session. More examples can be derived from Table 5.5. There is no clear indication that not
attending the recruitment session had a direct impact on overall success. If that were the case,
all probability values in the distribution would be quite low since none, or few of the applicants
from this group would have had successful interviews. Below, we see how a discovery method for
hidden variables reveals strong influences hidden in this seemingly inconclusive CPD, and revealing
situational factors about the individuals that are not to be attributed to true dispositions about
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Table 5.5: The CPD p(S|A, W, P ).
A W P S p(S|A, W, P )
0 0 0 0 0.80
0 0 0 1 0.20
0 0 1 0 0.10
0 0 1 1 0.90
0 1 0 0 0.80
0 1 0 1 0.20
0 1 1 0 0.10
0 1 1 1 0.90
1 0 0 0 0.15
1 0 0 1 0.85
1 0 1 0 0.15
1 0 1 1 0.85
1 1 0 0 0.05
1 1 0 1 0.95
1 1 1 0 0.05
1 1 1 1 0.95
the person, but rather to the situation.
5.3.4 CSI Discovery
The CEO of ABC did not consider context. In this subsection, we see that a consideration of
context changes the original model in Figure 5.4. Once again, we use the CSI detection method
Refine-CPD-Tree [7] discussed in Section 2.3. Using the algorithm, we verify if a tree reduction is
possible. If such a reduced tree exists, the data contains a CSI, which is an indication of a hidden
variable that could perhaps correct a faulty model that may otherwise appear correct.
In our example, we have a CPD that contains all available information relevant to making a
decision about the potential success of an interview by a job applicant, as depicted in Table 5.5.
Recall that no variables can be removed from that distribution based on CI, since the independence
would have to hold for all values in the distribution. The Refine-CPD algorithm can determine if
context-specific independencies reside in the data. The CPD in Table 5.5 can be represented as the
CPD-tree in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Initial CPD-tree for p(S|A, W, P ).
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Running the Refine-CPD algorithm yields the refined CPD-tree in Figure 5.6. The variable W
no longer appears on the left side of the tree, in the context A = 0. In addition, on the right side of
the tree, in context A = 1, the variable P no longer appears. This suggests a hidden relationship
in variable A in context A = 0 and in context A = 1.
0.80 
S 
0.20 0.10 
S 
0.90 
P 
A 
0.15 
S 
0.85 0.05 
S 
0.95 
W 
0 
0
0 0
0
0 0
1
1
1
1
1 11
Figure 5.6: Refined CPD-tree for p(S|A, W, P ).
5.3.5 Uncovering Hidden Dispositions and Situational Factors
The previous subsection showed that a CSI discovery algorithm can uncover hidden relationships
in a CPD when no causal independencies can be inferred by considering the entire dataset. The
example showed that some contexts of A may help explain the relevance of the applicants’ absence
to the recruitment session. If we look again at Table 5.5, and consider A = 0 and A = 1 separately,
we observe that removing W from the distribution in configurations where A = 0 doesn’t change
the likelihood of occurrence of S, whereas such a removal would be impossible in the context A = 1.
In A = 0, p(S|A = 0, P, W ) = 0.80 when P = 0 and S = 0, 0.20 when P = 0 and S = 1, 0.10
when P = 1 and S = 0, and finally, 0.90 when P = 1 and S = 1. In context A = 1, saying
p(S|A = 1, P, W ) = 0.15 when P = 0 and S = 0, is not completely correct since it is also true
that in context A = 1, p(S|A = 1, P, W ) = 0.05 when P = 0 and S = 0. This inconsistency
persists because of the values of W , p(S|A = 1, P, W ) = 0.15 with P = 0 and S = 0 only when
W = 0. Also, p(S|A = 1, P, W ) = 0.05 with P = 0 and S = 0 only when W = 1. Therefore, the
value of W does change the probability of successful interview in context A = 1, so no removal is
possible. We conclude that in context A = 0, variables S and W are independent given variable
P . Such a separation is legal since no information is lost, because the union-product operator (see
Section 2.4.2) can reconstruct the original CPD. From the resulting CPDs, we may now make more
adequate judgments about the individuals. The CPD after refinement is presented in Table 5.6
(iii).
Isolation of contexts suggests different causal models depending upon the value of A. An
examination of the semantics of the reduction reveals that in context A = 0 (no experience with the
public), variable W plays no role in estimating the success of the candidate’s interview. Recall that
variable W dealt with the candidate’s interest in participating in company weekend outings. Since
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Table 5.6: Variables S and W are conditionally independent given P in context
A = 0, while S and P are conditionally independent given W in context A = 1.
AWPS p(S|A=0,W,P) APS p(S|A=0,P)
AWPS p(E|A,W,P) 0000 0.80 → 000 0.80
0000 0.80 0001 0.20 001 0.20
0001 0.20 0010 0.10 010 0.90
0010 0.10 0011 0.90 011 0.10
0011 0.90 0100 0.80
0100 0.80 0101 0.20
0101 0.20 0110 0.10
0110 0.10 ↗ 0111 0.90
0111 0.90
1000 0.15 AWPS p(S|A=1,W,P) AWS p(S|A=1,W)
1001 0.85 ↘ 1000 0.15 100 0.15
1010 0.15 1001 0.85 → 101 0.85
1011 0.85 1010 0.15 110 0.05
1100 0.05 1011 0.85 111 0.95
1101 0.95 1100 0.05
1110 0.05 1101 0.95
1111 0.95 1110 0.05
1111 0.95
(i) (ii) (iii)
 
 
this subset of candidates have no experience with the public and do not seem eager to participate in
weekend outings, we are led to believe that their absence from the recruitment session was due to a
true disposition of the person. Therefore, in context A = 0, perhaps a different set of variables may
better explain what would cause these candidates’ interviews to be successful. However, without
the discovery of this CSI between S and W in context A = 0, we cannot make that conclusion.
On the other hand, in context A = 1 (experience with the public), we notice that those who
didn’t attend the recruiting session were influenced by the weekend outings W . Their probability of
success was higher when the value of W was equal to 1. Therefore, it is important to keep W in the
model for that second subset of candidates since knowing W does change our belief in S. However,
still in context A = 1, after running the discovery algorithm, variable P disappears. Recall that
variable P dealt with preparation for the interview. Since P doesn’t affect our belief in S in context
A = 1, we can conclude that these individuals’ performance is not affected by whether they prepare
for the interview or not. Given that and the fact that they are eager to participate in weekend
outings, it is difficult to attribute their non-attendance to the recruiting session to a true disposition.
With this new knowledge acquired from the discovery of an unmeasured-in variable, we have enough
information to believe that there is something particular about candidates who didn’t attend the
session, but yet have experience with the public and are eager to socialize with co-workers. With this
information, we can look at the applications of those particular applicants to see if our unmeasured-
in discovery leads us to identify that perhaps some important information has been left out of the
model (unmeasured-out), but for which we could not see the importance unless we discovered the
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unmeasured-in variable. In this case, we may discover that such candidates all live outside the city,
and therefore could not attend the session despite their desire to socialize. This new information
would also coincide with their desire for socializing with co-workers on weekends (moving to a new
city for a job), and their experience with the public would be a much better indicator of their
success in interview than their amount of preparation (unlike their A = 0 counterpart). In context
A = 1, behaviour should clearly be attributed to the situation rather than a true disposition. From
this analysis, it is clear that different causal models should be used for the two groups, as the factors
that would lead to a successful interview differ greatly between the two. We now see how we can
refine the causal models based on the discovered independencies.
5.3.6 Refining the Model
Since there is no longer mention of variable W in context A = 0, we can refine our causal model by
removing the direct causal link between W and S, and similarly in context A = 1 for variable P .
With the uncovered hidden contexts of variable A, when considering the probability of a successful
job interview S, given all factors that have a direct causal link with S, the initial causal model
in Figure 5.4 can be represented by two more specific causal models that account for differences
between the two groups. Those refined causal models are illustrated in Figure 5.7, where the left
side represents the refined model for context A = 0 (disposition), and the right side represents the
refined model for context A = 1 (situation).
 
 A=0 
P 
S 
R A=1
W 
S 
Figure 5.7: Causal Models After Discovery
Based on the more specific representations of the original causal model, it is now possible to
categorize groups of individuals. Candidates in the context A = 0, where S and W are independent
given P , are likely to be indifferent about the company’s weekend activities, as they are disinclined
to attend. Candidates in A = 1 are likely to be motivated by the idea of a social work culture, since
they would be moving to a new city if they were hired. As for interview preparation, candidates in
the context A = 0 are likely to spend more time and effort on preparation so that they feel more
comfortable during the interview by contemplating as many interview scenarios as possible, due to
their lack of interpersonal experience. Meanwhile, candidates in the context A = 1 are likely to
spend less time preparing than those in context A = 0.
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This example clearly indicates that the reason for attributing a cause to a particular individual
differs greatly when we use clues about the situation surrounding the individual at the time of
decision, rather than clues about a true disposition of the individual. In addition, the discovery of
unmeasured-in hidden variables can help identify elements surrounding a situation (based on what
variables remain in a context, and which ones disappear) to establish different causal models for
dispositions and situations.
5.4 Use of Context in Discovering Focal Sets
Cheng and Novick have studied context implicitly through their probabilistic contrast model [19].
The main purpose of their long standing research efforts are the determination of causal judgements
in human adults: how do we decide on the causes of effects? A portion of their work deals with
the consideration of context in making attributions. They describe how context defines focal sets
that may change the important causal factors at play in a setting. However, in their model, these
focal sets are not discovered in probability distributions but dictated by the expert’s intuition. We
further this investigation by mapping focal sets and context-specific independencies (CSIs) so that
CSIs can be used to discover focal sets for Cheng and Novick’s probabilistic contrast model.
In this work, we discover focal sets by discovering CIs and CSIs in the probability distributions.
With the discovered independencies, we can isolate causally irrelevant factors and novel candidate
causes. Enabling conditions are also identified but vary slightly in definition from Cheng’s enabling
conditions. What we define as an enabling condition is equivalent to an alternative cause. To have
a model that discovers a focal set following Cheng’s definition exactly, we would need to further
divide our discovered alternative causes into actual enabling causes and genuine alternative causes,
which we do not do in this work. For the remainder of this section, we treat the term enabling
condition as encompassing the more general concept of alternative cause.
If contexts are established before the attribution takes place, any potential cause must fit within
one of the predetermined contexts, or it will be deemed causally irrelevant. However, if contexts
could be discovered as they appear in the distributions, surprising independencies forming focal sets
that the human experts did not think about ahead of time could be discovered in the information.
This type of context is more interesting than predefined contexts since it may teach us something
new about a situation and may provide more insight on how a particular situation should be handled
from that point forward.
In the remainder of this section, we first discuss the necessity for focal sets. We then identify the
factors we need to consider to adapt Cheng and Novick’s models to offer a discovery method based
on existing AI tools, namely context-specific independencies (CSI) and the Refine-CPD discovery
algorithm. We then present the method for discovering focal sets, and end the section with an
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example.
5.4.1 Necessity of Focal Sets
As discussed in Chapter 4, focal sets are contextually selected sets of events over which covariation is
computed. If a focal set is not determined ahead of time, Cheng’s model may erroneously compute
probabilistic contrasts between incompatible events. For example, when seeking a cause for the
effect Darkness, we may attempt to compute a contrast in the variable position of light switch.
Recall that Cheng defines a cause as a factor for which the probability of the observed effect when
factor i is present, p(i), is significantly greater than p(¬i), the probability of the effect when factor
i is absent. In addition, the proportions computed for a main-effect contrast are approximations
of the probabilistic conditional independencies of the effect given the presence or absence of event
i. In our example, the binary variable position of light switch is considered to be a cause if the
value light switch “off” significantly increases the likelihood of the effect Darkness. This main-effect
contrast can be expressed as follows:
∆p(Darkness) = p(light switch “off”)− p(light switch “on”).
If the contrast is high, the factor light switch “off” is attributed as a cause for Darkness, which
seems intuitively correct. However, if the contrast between light switch “off” and light switch “on”
is nil, one must disqualify the factor light switch “off” as ever being a cause of the effect Darkness,
which is clearly wrong for all instances, but very plausible if there is a short circuit, for example.
If the same situation is addressed with contextual consideration, in the context “short circuit”,
we can safely say that whether the light switch is on or off will not impact the effect Darkness.
However, in a different context, say “power functioning normally,” the position of the light switch
is a genuine potential cause of the effect Darkness.
Without a consideration of context, we may have to conclude that the position of the light
switch is never correlated with the effect Darkness. With context in mind, we can easily make
the distinction between the two situations without generalizing an observation to all instances.
Although the position of the light switch is irrelevant in the context “short circuit,” Position of
light switch is not causally irrelevant, since it may be causal in other contexts, such as when the
power is functioning normally.
Although consideration of context allows for effects to be attributed to different causes in dif-
ferent contexts, in Cheng and Novick’s model, the contexts must be known ahead of time. This
constraint leaves little room for unpredicted interesting contexts to provide insight to an otherwise
perplexing situation, such as in Section 5.2, and Section 5.3 of this chapter. In the present research,
we suggest a remedy for this limitation by discovering focal sets from a probabilistic distribution.
Before we elaborate on the discovery, we revisit the three types of factors making up focal sets,
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namely novel candidate causes, enabling conditions, and causally irrelevant factors. For the discov-
ery method, we need ways of identifying all three types of factors in a probabilistic distribution.
5.4.2 Factors Identified in a Focal Set
Recall from Chapter 4 that a novel candidate cause of an effect is an event that occurs, and because
it occurs, the effect of that event happens as well. For example, when the power is functionning
normally, light switch “off” is a novel candidate cause for Darkness, since when light switch “off”
occurs, the effect Darkness occurs as well. However, the definition of novel candidate cause is
not sufficient for a functional focal set. There are situations where even when the effect Darkness
occurs, the factor light switch “off” is not present, such as in the context “short circuit”. In this
context, Darkness will be present whether the light switch is “on” or “off”. Nonetheless, it would
be wrong to deem light switch “off” causally irrelevant for the effect Darkness altogether. For that
reason, Cheng and Novick define an enabling condition.
Recall that an enabling condition is a factor that enables the cause to occur. In our more general
definition of enabling condition, if a factor is a novel candidate cause in a particular context, we call
it an enabling condition in all other contexts where it is not causal for the same effect. Therefore,
since light switch “off” is a cause for Darkness in the context “power functioning normally,” we call
it an enabling condition in the context “short circuit.” Recall that if we label light switch “off”
causally irrelevant in a context where it is not causal, the label causally irrelevant holds for the
entire distribution, and Position of light switch is deemed non-causal for the entire distribution,
even where it is causal.
Finally, the last factor to consider is Cheng and Novick’s causally irrelevant factor. An event is
said to be causally irrelevant if, in its presence, the effect does not occur more frequently, or less
frequently than in its absence. For example, Number of chairs in room is causally irrelevant for the
effect Darkness.
In the following section, we suggest an approach to identify the three above mentioned compo-
nents of focal sets in probability distributions.
5.4.3 Discovering Focal Set Components
In this section, we discuss how the AI tools for uncertain reasoning presented in Chapter 2 can be
adapted to discovering focal sets from probabilistic distributions. We use the notion of conditional
independence (CI) for discovering causally irrelevant factors, context-specific independence (CSI)
to make the distinction between enabling conditions and novel candidate causes. We extend the
Refine-CPD algorithm to discover CIs and eliminate causally irrelevant factors from the distribution
in question. Then, CSI discovery from the remaining distribution allows us to distinguish between
novel candidate causes and enabling conditions.
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Identifying Causally Irrelevant Factors
Since a causally irrelevant factor I never contributes to producing an effect E regardless of the
context, factor I can safely be removed from the CPD p(E|X, I), where X is the set of all other
factors being considered as potential candidate causes for effect E. For that reason, we can say
that E and I are conditionally independent (CI) of each other given X , or p(E|X, I) = p(E|X).
Therefore, in discovering focal sets pertaining to the effect E, we must first identify all CIs in the
CPD p(E|X, I), remove them from the distribution, and label them as causally irrelevant factors
in all focal sets for effect E.
For the CI discovery, we present a new algorithm, which operates on subtrees, like the Refine-
CPD algorithm for discovering CSIs.
Algorithm 2 FIND CI
Input: a CPD p(E|F1, F2, . . . , Fn), Number of Factors n
Output: Causally Irrelevant Factors for Effect E
begin
1. x = 1
2. repeat until x = n
3. build CPD-tree from distribution with Fx as root node
4. if left subtree of Fx = right subtree of Fx
5. put Fx in set of causally irrelevant factors, remove Fx from the distribution
6. x = x + 1
7. end repeat
8. return set of irrelevant factors
end
The algorithm follows from the definition of CI. For effect E, if the factor Fx at the root yields
two identical subtrees (i.e. regardless of the value of Fx, probability values are the same when all
else remains), then the effect E is independent of the factor Fx, given all other factors in the CPD.
An example of discovery of causally irrelevant factors is presented in Section 5.4.4.
Distinguishing Between Novel Candidate Causes and Enabling Conditions
Once the causally irrelevant factors have been identified, all factors remaining in the CPD condi-
tioning on the target effect E should either be enabling conditions or novel candidate causes. Recall
that one factor Fx may be a novel candidate cause in one context and an enabling condition in
another.
Since a novel candidate cause N is dependent upon the effect E, no independencies should be
found between N and E. However, an enabling condition B is a factor that is non-causal in the
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context where CSI is found, but a novel condidate cause in another context. Therefore, if we find a
CSI to hold between the effect E and one of the remaining factors Fx, we know Fx must be a novel
candidate cause in another context, otherwise it would have been identified as a causally irrelevant
factor in the previous step, and removed from the CPD.
Therefore, in discovering enabling conditions, we must detect CSI in the remaining CPD, after
the removal of causally irrelevant factors, for effect E. If we find a CSI to hold between E and
Fx, Fx can be identified as an enabling condition in the context where it is discovered, and Fx can
also be identified as a novel candidate cause in another context where the particular CSI doesn’t
hold. This step can be achieved with the Refine-CPD tree algorithm presented in Section 2.4.4.
An example of this type of discovery is presented in Section 5.4.4 as well.
5.4.4 Example of Complete Focal Set Discovery
A violent storm has hit the town of Faux Col VII and left the entire town without power. The
habitants of Faux Col VII have always believed that without power, there would never be any
light (the town was not known for its knowledge in astronomy). However, with this power outage,
they have been proved wrong because they still experience light, and are perplexed by the cause of
darkness, if not the power outage. They are especially concerned with whether medical facitilies
will be left in the dark or will be able to benefit from this mysterious light, which is not a result of
functioning electricity.
The goal of this example is to identify the cause of darkness in the town’s medical facilities
to determine whether or not they will function as usual during this prolonged power outage. We
simplify the model to illustrate the discovery of focal sets from probabilistic distributions. First, let
(S)etting be a binary variable taking on two possible values, local medical clinic and operating room,
The value local medical clinic represents the location where family physicians meet their patients
about everyday ailments, and is identified by value 0, while operating room is the town hospital’s
generator controlled operating room, and is identified by value 1. The second variable is Position
of (L)ight Switch, a binary variable which takes on the value 0 if the light switch indicates “on”,
and 1 if the light switch indicates “off”. The third binary variable, (C)arpet Colour, takes on value
0 if the carpet is black, and value 1 if the carpet is white. Finally, the binary variable Darkness
takes on value 0 if it is not dark, and value 1 if it is dark. From this information, we build the CPD
p(D|S, L, C) illustrated in Table 5.7.
For the CPD in Table 5.7, we first identify CIs to account for causally irrelevant factors. Follow-
ing Algorithm 2 presented in the previous section, we iterate through all factors as the root node
and compare the left and right subtress. Figure 5.8 illustrates the iteration of the algorithm where
the root node is (C)arpet Colour.
In the CPD-tree in Figure 5.8, we notice that the left subtree is identical to the right subtree,
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Table 5.7: Conditional Probability Distribution for Effect Darkness, p(D|S, L, C).
S L C D p(D|S, L, C)
0 0 0 0 0.40
0 0 0 1 0.60
0 0 1 0 0.40
0 0 1 1 0.60
0 1 0 0 0.40
0 1 0 1 0.60
0 1 1 0 0.40
0 1 1 1 0.60
1 0 0 0 0.99
1 0 0 1 0.01
1 0 1 0 0.99
1 0 1 1 0.01
1 1 0 0 0.25
1 1 0 1 0.75
1 1 1 0 0.25
1 1 1 1 0.75
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Figure 5.8: CPD-Tree for p(D|S, L, C) for CI Identification with Algorithm 2.
thus making C a causally irrelevant factor. Therefore, C can be labeled as causally irrelevant in
every focal set for effect D and removed from the CPD p(D|S, L, C). No other factors are causally
irrelevant so we move to distinguishing between enabling conditions and novel candidate causes.
The resulting CPD after the removal of causally irrelevant factor C is presented in Table 5.8.
As mentioned previously, enabling conditions are discovered by means of CSI. They represent
an independence that holds in one or more, but not all contexts. Since all causally irrelevant factors
have been removed from the distribution, we know that if a CSI is found in a context K between
and effect E and a factor Fx, Fx is an enabling condition in context K, and a novel candidate cause
in other contexts where effect E and factor Fx are dependent upon one another.
In our example, from the remaining CPD p(D|S, L) in Table 5.8, we build the initial CPD-tree,
as depicted in Figure 5.9, and apply to it the Refine-CPD algorithm from Section 2.4.4.
We obtain the resulting, refined CPD-tree in Figure 5.10.
The refined CPD-tree in Figure 5.10 entails the decomposed CPD in Table 5.9.
From this decomposed CPD, we see that in the context (S)etting = local medical clinic, the effect
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Table 5.8: Conditional Probability Distribution for Effect Darkness, After Re-
moval of Variable C, p(D|S, L).
S L D p(D|S, L)
0 0 0 0.40
0 0 1 0.60
0 1 0 0.40
0 1 1 0.60
1 0 0 0.99
1 0 1 0.01
1 1 0 0.25
1 1 1 0.75
Table 5.9: Decomposed Conditional Probability Distribution for Effect Darkness,
After Removal of Variable C, and after CSI Detection.
SLD p(D|S=0,L) S D p(D|S=0)
SLD p(D|S,L) 000 0.40 → 0 0 0.40
000 0.40 001 0.60 0 1 0.60
001 0.60 ↗ 010 0.40
010 0.40 011 0.60
011 0.60
100 0.99 SLD p(D|S=1,L)
101 0.01 ↘ 100 0.99
110 0.25 101 0.01
111 0.75 110 0.25
111 0.75
(i) (ii) (iii)
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Figure 5.9: Initial CPD-Tree for p(D|S, L) for CSI Identification with Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.10: Refined CPD-Tree for p(D|S, L) after CSI Identification with Algo-
rithm 1.
(D)arkness is independent of variable Position of (L)ight Switch, while in the context (S)etting =
operating room, the effect Darkness and the variable Position of (L)ight Switch are dependent upon
eachother. Therefore, Position of (L)ight Switch is an enabling condition in context (S)etting =
local medical clinic, and Position of (L)ight Switch is a novel candidate cause in the context (S)etting
= operating room. The discovered focal sets for the effect Darkness are illustrated in Figure 5.11.
Once the focal sets are established, other possible causes for darkness or light in the local medical
clinic and in the operating room can be investigated. For instance, it could be that the clinic has
large windows and lets in natural light throughout a large portion of the day. On the other hand, to
avoid infiltration of bacteria, the operating room may have no windows at all, thus only benefiting
from light when the light switch is positioned to “on”.
In this chapter, we have revisited the three themes mentioned in the introduction, and suggested
how contextual consideration can benefit each situation. In problem solving and seemingly para-
doxical scenarios, CSI allows us to decompose existing models to let surface the hidden information
that may make a situation seem paradoxical. In cases where the hidden information doesn’t go as
far as reversing inequalities, the hidden information may still make variables seem relevant to the
situation when they are not, and vice versa. In attribution theory, CSI discovery has allowed us
to better distinguish between situational factors and dispositional causes without reverting back to
attributional biases. Finally, we have provided a method for discovering focal sets from probability
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Effect = Darkness Focal Set Two: 
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High Contrast with 
Effect  Novel 
Candidate Cause 
Figure 5.11: Resulting Focal Sets for Effect Darkness.
distributions for Cheng and Novick’s probabilistic contrast model, without requiring the assistance
of the human expert.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Here we summarize the major findings in this thesis and suggest some possible directions for
further study.
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis has demonstrated the usefulness of building and also infering contextual models from
independencies found in probabilistic distributions for decision making, problem solving, and attri-
bution. The contextual models have proved to be able to clarify erroneous situations by considering
information about the situation, that lies inside the distributions. These hidden independencies are
also capable of determining surprising contexts where the human expert may fail to see relevance in
considering a particular subset of the available information as a unique context. In this thesis, we
have presented several results promoting the discovery of contexts from probability distributions
and the construction of refined causal models after contextual consideration.
From an algorithmic viewpoint, we have shown that context can play a major role in providing
human reasoners with the insight necessary to efficiently decipher large knowledge bases. Once a
context is established by the CSI discovery algorithm, the human can then decide whether it is
necessary to look elsewhere in the environment for an omitted variable, or whether the information
is sufficient and suggests something new about the situation at hand.
Also, we contributed towards a cognitive account of context, primarily by mapping the idea of
CSI with Cheng and Novick’s concept of focal sets for contextual consideration in their probabilistic
contrast model. We showed how contextual discoveries may be used to offer a computational
mechanism able to discover focal sets in probabilistic distributions.
The contributions in this thesis have clearly demonstrated a potential for tools in Artificial
Intelligence to provide insight in reasoning about everyday matters, the type studied in the cognitive
science literature. We focussed primarily on Bayesian networks as a representational and inferencial
formalism, and showed that with an understanding of context, not only do BNs provide an efficient
reasoning formalism, but also provide an account of several cognitive phenomena.
In terms of problem solving, we showed how contextual consideration can help correct erroneous
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assumptions used in problem solving. When relevant independencies lie within the distribution of
variables, erroneous inference is almost inevitable. In the extreme case, that type of error may
lead to seemingly paradoxical scenarios. To emphasize this problem and show how CSI may help
solve it, we showed how an instance of Simpson’s Paradox could appear in a situation where
context has not been considered and described how the situation was resolved by means of CSI. In
attribution theory, we showed how a consideration of contexual independencies can help discover
hidden dispositions and situational factors in causal relations. Once again, we emphasized that
without consideration of CSI, an attribution model could seem intuitively correct, and yet false
conclusions would be drawn from it. Finally, in terms of adult judgment of causal induction, we
presented a method for discovering focal sets in probabilistic distributions in Cheng and Novick’s
probabilistic contrast model, where focal sets were previously determined by a human expert.
6.2 Future Work
Consideration of context for acquiring knowledge about a situation and for refining current repre-
sentational models have not been given a great deal of attention in the literature to date. For that
reason, many areas have not yet been explored. In this section, we discuss an idea that could be
explored in order to extend the work presented in this thesis. The extension is an explicit consid-
eration of measurement of the data and its impact on the types of deductions we can make from
the model.
There are many ways to measure and quantify information to model a situation. Based on
the type of measurement that is used, different conditional independencies could be present. As
future work, we propose an investigation of the impact of variation of measurement, as well as the
potential for contextual consideration to improve the discrepancies between different measurements
for the same situation. We illustrate these two issues by means of an example.
6.2.1 Issue 1: Dependence of Two Measurements and How They Yield
Different CIs
Imagine a factory where every time the factory produces a chemical C, it also produces a pollutant
B.
We assume two measurements, M1 and M2, are used to assess whether or not a factory is oper-
ating, and both measurements are variables in the causal graph describing the causal relationship
between the chemical (C) produced by the factory as well as the byproduct (B). The graph is
illustrated in Figure 6.1.
The causal model in Figure 6.1 consists of four binary variables C, B, M1, and M2, where
variable C represents the chemical intended to be created by the factory, and variable B represents
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CM1
B
M2
Figure 6.1: Causal model for factory operation.
the bad chemical, byproduct created through the process of fabrication of the good chemical (C).
Variable M1 represents whether or not the factory is operating based on the temperature of the
boiler. When it has reached a temperature of 350F, the factory is said to be operating. Variable
M2 is a second indicator of the operating of the factory, where the factory is said to be operating
when the boiler switch is set to “on”.
When the switch is set to “on”, it causes for the temperature of the boiler to rise, but also, it
creates a byproduct due to the other processes that are activated upon setting the switch.
When the temperature reaches 350F, the factory starts to produce the chemical it is intended
to produce, but also, from that production, an undesirable byproduct is created as well.
If M1 is used as a measurement to assess whether or not the factory is operating, we can say
that C and B are conditionally independent given M1. Any amount of C produced tells us nothing
about the amount of B produced or vice versa, given M .
However, if M2 is used as a measurement, given M2, it is impossible to conclude that C and B
are independent because of the existence of M1, which although not being used as a measurement
of the factory’s activity or inactivity, is a factor in yielding C and B independent of one another.
Given this simple example, we see that it may be worth studying in more depth the impact the
choice in measurement may have on the distribution. Perhaps we could answer questions such as:
what variables best measure the model?
6.2.2 Issue 2: Measurement Differences Explained with CSI
If we modify the above example slightly, we can show that context has a role to play in selecting a
type of measurement.
Assume the factory owner, Mr. O. Zone, for his protection, claims that the pollutant B is
produced when the chemical C is used in the sewage treatment plant. He defends his claim with
the following argument: if the pollutant were a byproduct of the factory itself, then the occurence
of the pollutant would be independent of the occurence of the chemical given that the factory that
produced the chemical.
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Table 6.1: Initial CPD for factory operation before consideration of measurement.
M C B P(B|M,C)
M1 Y Y 0.8 
M1 Y N 0.2 
M1 N Y 0.8 
M1 N N 0.2 
M2 Y Y 0.9 
M2 Y N 0.1 
M2 N Y 0.6 
M2 N N 0.4 
In fact, what is happening here is that Mr. O. Zone states his claim based one measurement of
the information but defends his claim with information relevant to another scale of measurement
of the information.
If we separate the problem into two possible measurements, we obtain a much more adequate
explanation of Mr. O. Zone’s claim. Although Zone’s statements are true, they are inconsistent
with the type of measurement he uses to state and defend.
The two measurements we will use to explain the owner’s reasoning are M1 and M2, where M1
= factory is operating when factory production activities begin, while M2 = factory is operating
when chemical transformation in sewage begins. Note that M1 and M2 have a different meaning
here than in the short example in the previous section.
Since the factory produces the chemical, there is a sure causal relationship between Mx and C
regardless of whether x = 1 or x = 2. Also, based on the distribution in Table 6.1, there is a causal
link between C and B as well as Mx and B. With this information, we obtain the causal graph in
Figure 6.2.
C B
M
Figure 6.2: Initial Causal model for factory operation before consideration of
measurement.
According to the above causal graph, Mr. O. Zone is absolutely correct in making and reasoning
his argument. However, the subtleties of the measurement corrupt the validity of Mr. O. Zone’s
claim. Mr. O. Zone is layering both measurements to make his argument valid and claiming no
independence between C and B. A close inspection of the distribution shows that, in accordance
with Mr. O. Zone’s claim, in the context M = M1, C and B are in fact independent, while they
are dependent in the context M = M2. When M1 is the preferred measurement, the fabrication
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Table 6.2: CSI decomposition of CPD for factory operation after consideration of
measurement.
M C B P(B|M,C)   M B P(B|M=M1) 
M1 Y Y 0.8   M1 Y 0.8 
M1 Y N 0.2   M1 N 0.2 
M1 N Y 0.8      
M1 N N 0.2  M C B P(B|M=M2,C) 
M2 Y Y 0.9  M2 Y Y 0.9 
M2 Y N 0.1  M2 Y N 0.1 
M2 N Y 0.6  M2 N Y 0.6 
M2 N N 0.4  M2 N N 0.4 
 
of the chemical is independent of the creation of a byproduct. Knowing the amount of chemical
fabricated tells us nothing about the state of the byproduct. On the other hand, when M2 is the
preferred measurement, C has a direct causal influence on the presence of B in the air. Table 6.2
shows the CSI decomposition of the distribution based on the CSI IM=M1 ({B}, {M}, {C}).
The type of decomposition illustrated in Table 6.2 is the type of decomposition we have been
using throughout the thesis for building contextual models. Based on the results in the thesis, the
logical result in this situation would be that, in the context M = M1, the causal link from C to B
can be deleted, creating two more accurate causal models for the two contexts of M , namely M1
and M2, as depicted in Figure 6.3.
C B 
M1 
C B 
M2 
Figure 6.3: Refined causal model for factory operation after consideration of
measurement.
With the two contexts of measurement considered exclusively as in the causal graphs above, Mr.
O. Zone can no longer escape the responsibility of creating a byproduct through the operations of
his factory.
This example, although very preliminary, shows the potential for considering measurement as
an issue that can be addressed by means of contextual models.
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Appendix A
Verify Validity of Conditional Independencies
(CIs) in Probability Distributions
In this appendix, we illustrate how to detect a CI from an MPD.
In the joint distribution p(A, B, C, D) in Figure A.1, we want to verify if variables A and
C are conditionally independent given variable B. In other words, does the CI I(A, B, C) hold
in p(A, B, C, D)? This question can be answered with the alternative definition of CI, namely
Equation (2.2). If the CI I(A, B, C) holds, then according to the definition, the following is also
true
p(A, B, C) =
p(A, B) · p(B, C)
p(B)
. (A.1)
In order to verify the validity of the above equation, we must compute the marginal of p(A, B, C, D)
on {A, B, C}, as shown in Figure A.2. We compare the result to the product of the marginal on
{A, B} and on {B, C} and divide it by the marginal on {B}. This result is shown in Figure A.3.
Since the resulting distribution in Figure A.3 (right) is the same as the one in Figure A.2, we can
conclude that I(A, B, C) holds in the given distribution.
A B C D p(A, B, C, D)
0 0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0 1 0.1
0 0 1 1 0.2
1 0 0 0 0.1
1 0 1 0 0.1
1 1 1 1 0.4
Figure A.1: An example joint distribution for reading CI.
A B C p(A, B, C)
0 0 0 0.2
0 0 1 0.2
1 0 0 0.1
1 0 1 0.1
1 1 1 0.4
Figure A.2: The marginal p(A, B, C) of p(A, B, C, D) in Figure A.1.
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A B p(A, B) B C p(B, C) B p(B) A B C p(A, B, C)
0 0 0.4 · 0 0 0.3 / 0 0.6 = 0 0 0 0.2
1 0 0.2 0 1 0.3 1 0.4 0 0 1 0.2
1 1 0.4 1 1 0.4 1 0 0 0.1
1 0 1 0.1
1 1 1 0.4
Figure A.3: The marginals p(A, B), p(B, C), and p(B) of p(A, B, C, D) in Figure
A.1, and the resulting marginal p(A, B, C) = p(A, B) · p(B, C)/p(B).
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